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1 Plaintiffs Amanda Sateriale ("Sateriale"), Jeffrey Feinman ("Feinman"), Pamela Burns 

2 ("Burns"), Patrick Griffiths ("Griffiths"), Jackie Warren ("Warren") Heather Po lese ("Ms. 

3 Polese"), Dan Po lese ("Mr. Po lese"), Fred Javaheri ("Javaheri"), Richard Holter ("Holter") 

4 and Donald Wilson ("Wilson") individually and on behalf of all persons similarly situated, by 

5 and through counsel, bring this class action complaint for damages against defendant R.J. 

6 Reynolds Tobacco Company ("RJR Tobacco" or "defendant") for breach of contract, 

7 promissory estoppel, and unfair and deceptive business practices. Plaintiffs allege the 

8 following based on knowledge of their own acts and upon information and belief as to all 

9 other allegations: 

10 NATURE OF THE ACTION 

11 1. Defendant RJR Tobacco is a corporation incorporated under the laws of the 

12 State of North Carolina, with its principal place of business in North Carolina. RJR Tobacco 

13 conducts a substantial amount of its business in California which is one of the largest, if not 

14 the largest, markets for defendant. Defendant is the second largest manufacturer of cigarettes 

15 in the United States, and Camel is its most popular cigarette brand. According to the RJR 

16 Tobacco website, Camel is currently the third best-selling cigarette brand in the United States. 

17 Camel had a market share of 7.3 9% in 2007, and has a slightly higher market share today. 

18 2. In 1991, defendant began a loyalty program called "Camel Cash". The Camel 

19 Cash loyalty program worked like this: defendant sold together with each pack of Camel 

20 cigarettes Camel Cash certificates. Defendant represented on the Camel Cash certificates that 

21 the certificates were redeemable for various items of merchandise listed in catalogs distributed 

22 by defendant. By enrolling and participating in the program, consumers were encouraged to, 

23 and did, increase their use of defendant's products. As explained below, like members of 

24 frequent flyer programs, members of the Camel Cash program had a vested right to redeem 

25 the certificates they purchased and saved in reliance on defendant's promise that at least 

26 limited quantities of merchandise would be available throughout the duration ofthe program. 

27 3. Defendant carefully examined the parameters of the program, including 

28 recognizing the necessity of recording a fmancial reserve for the liability it incurred as a result 
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1 of its obligations under the program, calculating that financial reserve, and the amount and 

2 value of merchandise defendant would be required to make available to members of the 

3 program. Defendant performed pursuant to the program for nearly fifteen years and reaped 

4 substantial rewards from the program, as the market share of Camel cigarettes nearly doubled 

5 from approximately 4% in 1991, to 7.39% in 2007. 

6 4. The contract with defendant was as follows: in order to join the program, 

7 plaintiffs purchased Camel cigarettes together with Camel Cash. Plaintiffs then performed, 

8 or, as explained below, were excused from performing, each and every subsequent act 

9 required by the contract between plaintiffs and defendant. Plaintiffs registered for the Camel 

10 Cash program by filling out an enrollment form and submitting such a form to defendant. 

11 Defendant then accepted and processed each plaintiff's enrollment form and provided each 

12 plaintiff with an enrollment number and one or more catalogs containing merchandise. The 

13 catalogs listed the merchandise available, the number of certificates needed to receive the 

14 merchandise and the procedures to be followed to receive the merchandise. Defendant stated 

15 that quantities of merchandise were "limited", however, principles of good faith and fair 

16 dealing required defendant to provide merchandise in reasonable quantities. As of October 1, 

17 2006, defendant breached the contract by failing to provide any merchandise or catalogs. 

18 Defendant's breach excused plaintiffs from any further performance under the contract and, in 

19 fact would, and did, render any attempt at further performance by plaintiffs, futile. 

20 5. Through these acts and communications, the parties formed a contract that was 

21 in effect until March 31, 2007, the date defendant terminated the program. Defendant gave 

22 approximately six months prior notice of the termination of the program by a direct mail flyer 

23 on or about October 1, 2006 (quoted, infra) stating that it would terminate the Camel Cash 

24 program on March 31, 2007. 

25 6. Plaintiffs do not dispute that defendant had the right to terminate the Camel 

26 Cash program. However, defendant made a deliberate and calculated choice to waive any 

27 right to terminate the program "without notice" and instead provided six months prior notice. 

28 
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1 Thus, during that six-month period, from approximately October 2006 through March 2007, 

2 defendant was obligated to comply with the terms of its contract with plaintiffs. 

3 7. Defendant, however, although internally recognizing it had incurred a 

4 contractual obligation to plaintiffs and the Class, deliberately determined to breach that 

5 obligation and suffer the consequences. Defendant decided it would rather take the risk of a 

6 lawsuit than fulfill its obligations. Beginning in October 2006, defendant breached its 

7 contract with plaintiffs and engaged in unfair business practices by failing to supply to 

8 plaintiffs and the Class with any catalogs or merchandise (including merchandise such as trips 

9 to Las Vegas, which required no inventory at all). Defendant stopped distributing catalogs in 

10 order to deter customers from redeeming their coupons and failed to have merchandise 

11 available for redemption. Thus, from October 2006 through March 31, 2007, any efforts by 

12 plaintiffs or the Class to redeem their certificates were, and would have been, futile. 

13 Defendant repudiated the contract through these acts and excused plaintiffs from any further 

14 performance thereunder. 

15 8. As a result, defendant broke its promises to customers and consumers, engaged 

16 in unfair business practices and caused them damages. 

17 JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

18 9. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

19 § 1332(d)(2) because the matter in controversy, upon information and belief, exceeds 

20 $5,000,000, exclusive of interests and costs, and this matter is a class action in which Class 

21 members are citizens of a different state than that of defendant. 

22 10. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 because the acts of 

23 the defendant occurred in this County. 

24 THE PARTIES 

25 11. Plaintiffs Sateriale (a resident of California), Feinman (a resident of New 

26 York), Bums (a resident of California), Griffiths (a resident of California), Warren (a resident 

27 of Texas), Mr. Polese (a resident of California), Ms. Po lese (a resident of California), 

28 Javaheri, (a resident of California), Holter (a resident of South Dakota) and Wilson (a resident 
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1 of Iowa) purchased Camel cigarettes together with Camel Cash during all or part of the period 

2 of time (1991 through March 2007) that the defendant offered the "Camel Cash" program. 

3 Within that time, Sateriale, Feinman, Bums, Griffiths, Warren, Mr. Polese, Ms. Polese, 

4 Javaheri, Holter and Wilson were smokers 21 years or older, purchased defendant's cigarettes, 

5 signed up with Reynolds and were assigned an enrollment number for participation in the 

6 Camel Cash program. Plaintiffs purchased defendant's cigarettes together with Camel Cash in 

7 reliance on defendant's promises set forth on the Camel Cash certificates (quoted, infra) that, 

8 during the life of the Camel Cash loyalty program, they could exchange Camel Cash for 

9 merchandise. By the time defendant breached the contract in October 2006, plaintiffs had 

10 saved hundreds or thousands of Camel Cash certificates but were unable to redeem their 

11 Camel Cash because defendant failed to make merchandise (or even catalogs containing such 

12 merchandise) available. 

13 12. Defendant RJR Tobacco is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Reynolds American, 

14 Inc. RJR Tobacco sells its products throughout the United States, including the State of 

15 California, and sells millions of dollars worth of products annually in the State of California. 

16 At the beginning of the relevant time period, in 1991, RJR Tobacco was a wholly-owned 

17 subsidiary ofRJR Nabisco Holdings Corp. ("RJR Nabisco"). In 1999, RJR Nabisco spun off 

18 RJR Tobacco to its shareholders. In 2004, RJR Tobacco combined with British American 

19 Tobacco PLC to form Reynolds American, Inc. 

20 CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

21 13. Plaintiffs bring this action as a class action pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal 

22 Rules of Civil Procedure on behalf of a Class consisting of all persons who reside in the 

23 United States, who purchased Camel Cash together with defendant's cigarettes, enrolled in the 

24 Camel Cash program before October 2006 and received from defendant an emollment number 

25 and one or more catalogs of merchandise. Because defendant breached the contract as of 

26 October 2006, any further performance by plaintiffs was excused or would have been 

27 rendered a futile act. Thus, under the circumstances of this case, no member of the Class 

28 should be precluded from recovery for not having attempted to redeem their certificates 
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1 between October 1, 2006 (six months before defendant ended the Camel Cash program), 

2 through March 31, 2007, because of defendant's prior breach, and because plaintiffs' attempts 

3 to obtain catalogs and to redeem certificates were and/or would have been, completely futile. 

4 Excluded from the Class is defendant, any entity in which defendant has a controlling interest, 

5 and any of defendant's subsidiaries, affiliates, and officers, directors or employees, and any 

6 legal representative, heir, successor, or assignee of defendant. 

7 14. Plaintiffs Sateriale, Burns, Mr. Polese, Ms. Polese, Iavaheri and Griffiths also 

8 bring this action on behalf of a proposed California Subclass ("the California Subclass") 

9 consisting of all California residents, who purchased Camel Cash together with defendant's 

10 cigarettes, enrolled in the Camel Cash program before October 2006 and received from 

11 defendant an enrollment number and one or more catalogs of merchandise. Because 

12 defendant breached the contract as of October 2006, any further performance by plaintiffs was 

13 excused or would have been futile. Thus, under the circumstances of this case, no member of 

14 the California Subclass should be precluded from recovery for not having attempted to redeem 

15 their certificates between October 1, 2006 (six months before defendant ended the Camel 

16 Cash program), through March 31, 2007, because of defendant's prior breach, and because 

17 plaintiffs' attempts to obtain catalogs and to redeem certificates were and/or would have been, 

18 completely futile .. Excluded from the California Subclass is defendant, any entity in which 

19 defendant has a controlling interest, and any of defendant's subsidiaries, affiliates, and 

20 officers, directors or employees, and any legal representative, heir, successor, or assignee of 

21 defendant. 

22 15. This action has been brought and may properly be maintained as a class action 

23 pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a) and (b)(3). 

24 16. The members of the Class are so numerous that joinder of all members is 

25 impracticable. While the precise number of Class members and their addresses are unknown 

26 to plaintiffs, plaintiffs believe that Reynolds retains a record of Class members' names and 

27 addresses. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and on that basis allege, that thousands of 

28 
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1 persons are members of the Class. Class members may be notified of the pendency of this 

2 action by published and/or mailed notice. 

3 17. There is a well-defmed community of interest in the questions oflaw and fact 

4 affecting the parties represented in this action. 

5 18. Common questions oflaw and fact exist as to all members of the Class. These 

6 common questions predominate over the questio·ns affecting only individual Class members. 

7 

8 

19. The questions common to members of the Class and/or Subclass are, inter alia: 

a. Whether defendant entered into a contract with plaintiffs and the other 

9 members of the Class; 

10 b. Whether defendant breached a contract with plaintiffs and the other 

11 members of the Class; 

12 

13 

c. 

d. 

Whether defendant is promissorily estopped; 

Whether defendant made false and/or misleading statements offact to 

14 the Class and the public concerning Camel Cash; 

15 e. Whether defendant's false and/or misleading statements of fact and 

16 concealment of material facts concerning Camel Cash were likely to deceive the public; 

17 f. Whether, by the misconduct set forth in this Complaint, defendant has 

18 engaged in unfair, fraudulent or unlawful business practices with respect to the advertising, 

19 marketing and sales of Camel Cash; 

20 

21 

g. 

h. 

Whether defendant violated the Consumer Legal Remedies Act; and 

Whether, as a result of defendant's misconduct as alleged herein, 

22 plaintiffs and the Class are entitled to damages, restitution and/or other remedies to which 

23 Class members are entitled as a result of defendant's wrongful conduct, and, if so, the amount 

24 and nature of such relief. 

25 20. Plaintiffs' claims are typical of the claims of the members of the Class and 

26 California Subclass as all members of the Class and California Subclass are similarly affected 

27 by defendant's wrongful conduct. Plaintiffs have no interests antagonistic to the interests of 

28 the other members of the Class. Plaintiffs and all members of the Class have sustained 
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1 economic injury arising out of the defendant's violations of common and statutory law as 

2 alleged herein. 

3 21. Plaintiffs are adequate representatives of the Class because their interests do 

4 not conflict with the interests of the members of the Class they seek to represent; they have 

5 retained counsel competent and experienced in complex class action litigation; and plaintiffs 

6 intend to prosecute this action vigorously. The interests of members of the Class will be fairly 

7 and adequately protected by plaintiffs and their counsel. 

8 22. A class action is superior to all other available methods for the fair and efficient 

9 adjudication of this controversy since joinder of all members is impracticable. Furthermore, 

10 as the damages suffered by individual Class members may be relatively small, the expense 

11 and burden of individual litigation make it impossible for members of the Class individually 

12 to redress the wrongs done to them. There will be no difficulty in the management of this 

13 class action. Individual litigation presents the potential for inconsistent or contradictory 

14 judgments. A class action presents far fewer management difficulties and provides the 

15 benefits of single adjudication, economy of scale, and comprehensive supervision by a single 

16 court. 

17 SUBSTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS 

18 23. Since 1913, defendant or its predecessors have sold Camel cigarettes 

19 throughout the United States. 

20 24. In the fall of 1991, defendant initiated a loyalty program called "Camel Cash", 

21 representing on the Camel Cash certificates, on packages of Camel cigarettes and in the media 

22 that consumers who registered for its program could redeem Camel Cash certificates, or "C-

23 Notes", purchased together with Camel cigarettes, for merchandise described in catalogs 

24 circulated by defendant. The purpose of this program was to increase sales of Camel 

25 cigarettes by adding value to the Camel brand in order to retain then-current smokers and to 

26 attract smokers of competitive brands. 

27 25. The Camel Cash program was extremely successful. In 1992, David Iauco, 

28 senior vice-president of marketing for defendant, was quoted in the New York Times as 
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1 attributing Camel's increase in market share over the previous year largely to the Camel Cash 

2 program. By the time defendant discontinued the Camel Cash program on March 31, 2007, 

3 Camel's market share had grown from approximately 4% in 1991 to 7.39% in 2007. 

4 26. Camel Cash certificates and/or program materials contained certain terms of 

5 the program including the method to redeem Camel Cash or obtain a catalog from defendant. 

6 The language on a Camel Cash "C-Note" stated: 

7 USE THIS NEW C-NOTE AND THE C-NOTES YOU'VE BEEN SAVING 

8 TO GET THE BEST GOODS CAMEL HAS TO OFFER. CALL 1-800-

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

CAMEL CASH (1800-266-3522) for a free catalog. Offer restricted to 

smokers 21 years of age or older. Value: 111000 of 1 ¢. Offer good only in 

the USA, and void where restricted or prohibited by law. Check catalog for 

expiration date. Limit 5 requests for a catalog per household. (Emphasis 

added). 

27. The Camel Cash program was open only to smokers 21 years or older. Like 

15 frequent flyer programs, each of the plaintiffs joined the Camel Cash program by purchasing 

16 defendant's products, filling out and submitting signed forms to defendant. In response, 

17 defendant sent each plaintiff a unique emollment number that was used in future 

18 communications between the parties. l These communications included, among other things, 

19 catalogs that defendant distributed to plaintiffs and the Class that contained merchandise that 

20 could be redeemed in exchange for Camel Cash certificates. 

21 28. From time to time, defendant would issue a new catalog with merchandise 

22 offered in exchange for Camel Cash, either upon request, or by mailing catalogs to plaintiffs 

23 and the Class. As explained more fully below, however, defendant breached its contract 

24 beginning in October 2006 contrary to its representations and promises made to plaintiffs. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

I For example, Burns. emolled In the program in approximately 1991 and was assigned enrollment number 
296678357, Feinman's enrollment number was 435388896 and Griffiths' emollment number was 149271639. 
In addition, though they no longer have their emollment numbers, Mr. Palese joined the program in 
approximately 1995, Ms. Polese joined the program In approximately 1997, Sateriale joined the program in 
approximately 2005, Warren joined the program In approximately the mid 1990s, Holter joined the program in 
approximately 2002 and Wilson joined the program in approximately the early 90s. 
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1 29. The number of Camel Cash certificates needed to obtain merchandise offered 

2 by defendant varied from as little as one hundred to many thousands. This encouraged 

3 consumers to buy more packages of cigarettes together with Camel Cash and also to save or 

4 obtain Camel Cash certificates to redeem them for more valuable items. Also, defendant 

5 further encouraged plaintiffs and other Class members to collect their Camel Cash (as 

6 opposed to redeeming them as soon as possible) because merchandise listed in defendant's 

7 catalogs for redemption by a greater number of coupons was disproportionately more valuable 

8 than the merchandise which could be redeemed by fewer coupons. 

9 30. Loyalty programs such as the Camel Cash program create binding contracts 

10 where the original owners of the certificates use or do business with the company offering the 

11 incentive. Thus, through purchasing defendant's products, registering for and being accepted 

12 into the Camel Cash program, a contractual relationship was formed which vested the 

13 plaintiffs with the right to accumulate and redeem their Camel Cash certificates for 

14 merchandise and other rewards that defendant offered during the duration of the program. 

15 The Camel Cash program was, in essence, modeled after similar rewards programs such as 

16 frequent flyer programs. Both programs: (i) offered rewards to encourage greater use of the 

17 company's services or products; (ii) required participants to complete and submit the 

18 company's form; (iii) allowed consumers to earn rewards through purchasing the company's 

19 products; (iv) provided members with catalogs, or access to catalogs, that contained the 

20 merchandise or services that were available for redemption; (v) stated the number of points or 

21 certificates necessary to redeem for a variety of flights or merchandise; and (vi) provided that 

22 the company would offer flights or merchandise throughout the duration of the program. 

23 31. Accordingly, through their mutual acts, the parties formed a contract that was 

24 in effect until March 31, 2007, the date defendant terminated the program. The contract was 

25 an agreement that upon the purchase of Camel cigarettes and enrollment in the loyalty 

26 program, defendant would provide its members with a catalog and maintain a reasonable, 

27 albeit limited, quantity of goods available for redemption. Thus, the agreement at issue is the 

28 mutual obligations that the parties incurred as a result of participating in the Camel Cash 
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1 program; it was not a contract to obtain a specific item or good, such as a "Joe Camel" jacket 

2 or ashtray. 

3 32. Also, the breach of contract alleged is not that Reynolds was prohibited from 

4 terminating the program but that, during the program's duration, Reynolds had the obligation 

5 to perform through the program's termination date. Certain (but not all) ofthe Camel Cash 

6 catalogs state that Reynolds could terminate the Camel Cash program without notice. 

7 Defendant, however, waived any right to terminate without notice when, on or about October 

8 1, 2006, it announced by mailing a notice to program members, that the program would 

9 terminate as of March 31, 2007. Namely, defendant gave notice oftermination and 

10 represented that plaintiffs could redeem their Camel Cash certificates for six months. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

33. Such announcement stated: 

As a loyal Camel smoker we wanted to tell you our Camel Cash 
program is expiring. C-Notes will no longer be included on packs, 
which means whatever Camel Cash you have is among the last of its 
kind. Now, this isn't happening overnight-there '1/ be plenty of time to 
redeem your C-Notes before the program ends. In fact, you '1/ have from 
OCTOBER '06 through MARCH '07 to go to camelsmokes.com and 
redeem your C-Notes. Supplies will be limited, so it won't hurt to get 
there before the rush. 

18 (Attached hereto as Exhibit A, emphasis added). 

19 

20 34. Beginning in October 2006 (well before the announced termination date), 

21 defendant, however, stopped printing and issuing catalogs and/or stated to plaintiffs and/or 

22 .Class members that it did not have any merchandise available for redemption. These acts 

23 were in direct contravention of defendant's promises and in clear breach of its contractual 

24 obligations. Although defendant represented that quantities would be "limited", in fact, 

25 defendant provided no merchandise. Moreover, despite defendant's statements that quantities 

26 of merchandise were "limited", defendant's course of dealing during the approximately 15 

27 years of the program was to the contrary. When defendant determined that quantities of 

28 merchandise on hand were insufficient, defendant's practice was to reorder merchandise so 
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1 that redemptions could be satisfied. (See Exhibit B, annexed hereto, under "Fulfillment" at 

2 Bates No. S0764 9214). "All available measures (air shipping, etc.) are being taken daily to 

3 ensure continued expeditious fulfillment of all orders." ... "Weekly meetings are being held to 

4 ensure premium inventory is maintained with reorders of premiums already initiated." 

S After defendant repudiated the contract, any further performance by plaintiffs, 

6 including attempts to redeem their Camel Cash certificates or obtain catalogs, was 

7 excused; both because of defendant's prior breach, and because such acts would have 

8 been futile. 

9 3S. Further, plaintiffs' investigation has uncovered internal documents from 

10 defendant which shows defendant's recognition that, as a result of the Camel Cash 

11 program, it had incurred liability and needed to create a financial reserve to cover such 

12 liability. Through its own documents, it is clear that defendant intended to be, and 

13 considered itself, bound to its obligations pursuant to the Camel Cash program --

14 specifically, that defendant was required to have a reasonable, albeit limited, quantity 

IS of merchandise available in exchange for members' certificates. 

16 36. Although additional discovery is likely necessary, these documents 

17 show that the Camel Cash program was not simply a voluntary program or a mere 

18 advertisement that defendant believed created no obligation or liability. To the 

19 contrary, the Camel Cash program was a concerted, long term loyalty program that 

20 defendant believed and understood was binding upon it and created obligations and 

21 liabilities for defendant. 

22 37. Indeed, defendant's documents show that the program was carefully, 

23 thoughtfully and deliberately executed; that defendant recognized and admitted 

24 internally that it had incurred liability in excess of $100 million as a result of the 

2S program; that defendant created a financial reserve to cover this liability; that 

26 defendant was concerned about the amount of the liability; and considered a variety of 

27 means to limit its exposure. 

28 
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1 

2 

38. For example, 

a. A Promotion Research Report released on October 13, 1992, 

3 attached hereto as Exhibit C, which was produced by defendant in Mangini v 

4 R.J.Reynolds Tobacco Company, Civil No. 939359 ("Mangini") listed as among its 

5 "Key Conclusions" that "C-Note exposure liability from unredeemed C-Notes is large 

6 and will continue to grow .... " (Bates No. 002469). Defendant warned of a C-Note 

7 exposure "issue," noting that "an estimated nearly $38 million worth of 'extra' C-

8 Notes is [sic] currently being held by people who are likely to redeem them at some 

9 point" (Bates No. 002470, emphasis in original) and reasoned that "there will very 

10 likely need to be a final extremely low value C-Note catalog in conjunction with C-

11 Note expiration, unless the brand and the agency can devise other effective means to 

12 continually siphon C-Notes out of the system at a greatly reduced cost" (Bates No. 

13 002479). 

14 b. A report entitled "Camel Cash Promotion Evaluation Final 

15 Report" dated October 1992, and produced by defendant in Mangini, analyzed 

16 participation in Camel Cash II & III and admitted that according to two separate 

17 projection models, the "financial liability" for Cash II and Cash III redemptions was 

18 "higher than currently budgeted" (Bates No. 002489). Also, in a section entitled 

19 "Exposure/Potential Liability at Conclusion of Camel Cash II", defendant noted that 

20 the "outstanding dollar liability (in terms of as yet unredeemed C-Notes) at the end of 

21 Camel Cash II will be about $37.5 million .... " (Bates No. 002490). (A copy of this 

22 report is attached hereto as Exhibit D). 

23 c. Another document produced by defendant in Mangini, defendant found 

24 that 82% of Camel smokers who saved C-Notes were stockpiling them for future use. (See 

25 Bates No. 002507). Defendant recognized that "A large C-Note exposure/liability exists" and 

26 expressed its concern that overall exposure would grow with each program (See Bates No. 

27 002504). Defendant further noted that, "The remaining financial liability/exposure issue 

28 
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1 needs to be addressed" (Bates No. 002505). (A copy of this document is attached hereto as 

2 Exhibit E). 

3 d. An internal "Agenda for Camel Cash Brainstorming Meeting - Friday 

4 lOam-12pm", attached hereto as Exhibit F, produced by defendant in State of Minnesota et al. 

5 v. Philip Morris et aI., No. CI-94-8565 (Minn. Dist. Court. 2005) (the "Minnesota Action"), 

6 outlines a meeting convened to discuss an anticipated last Camel Cash catalog. In a section 

7 entitled "FACTS" defendant admitted that "[m)illions of unredeemed C-Notes in the 

8 marketplace raisers) a potentially serious liability issue" and, in the section entitled 

9 "STRATEGIES", considered the need to create "a new Camel Cash offering which [would) 

10 act[) as a low cost c-note redemption vehicle" (Bates No. 51705 3739). 

11 e. An internal document produced by defendant in Mangini, entitled 

12 "Camel Cash", attached hereto as Exhibit G, estimated that the "Total Potential Liability" 

13 from Camel Cash programs I through IV would be "$152 [million)". (Bates No. 508824016). 

14 Defendant also noted the uncertainties surrounding the C-Note pool exposure (see Bates No. 

15 508824017) and concluded there was a need to explore ways to siphon off the C-Note pool to 

16 minimize liability (see Bates No. 508824018). 

17 f. Another internal document produced by defendant in Mangini, attached 

18 hereto as Exhibit H, examined lessons from Camel Cash 1. Defendant noted that 

19 "continuation of program with same proofs increase liability tremendously" (Bates No. 50868 

20 2017). 

21 39. Shortly after beginning the Camel Cash program, defendant considered various 

22 methods to attempt to limit its liability from the program. For example: 

23 a. A March 18, 1992 letter produced by defendant in Mangini, attached 

24 hereto as Exhibit I, proposed an insert to be circulated to consumers, which "informed 

25 consumers of the mechanics of the program" and was intended to "limit the liability of Cash 

26 II .... " (Bates No. 50764 4237). 

27 b. A December 20, 1991 internal memorandum produced by defendant in 

28 Mangini, attached hereto as Exhibit B (quoted, supra), expressed defendant's concerns that 
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1 customers were improperly redeeming Camel Cash. The document noted defendant's "effort 

2 to minimize [its] financial liability due to the potential of suppliers or consumers [to obtain] 

3 C-Notes through means other than product purchase" (Bates No. 507649213, emphasis 

4 added). 

5 c. An undated internal memorandum produced by defendant in Mangini, 

6 attached hereto as Exhibit J, stated defendant's objectives were to "Minimize/eliminate long 

7 term liability associated with C-Notes pool" (Bates No. 50929 6530, emphasis added). 

8 Defendant noted that by expiring C-N otes at the end of Cash IV, a "one time end to [its] 

9 largest liability", it could exploit slippage and save $8-12 million (Bates No. 50929 6530, 

10 emphasis added). 

11 d. An internal report produced by defendant in the Minnesota Action, attached 

12 hereto as Exhibit K, contains a section entitled "Camel Cash Liability Management" and notes 

13 that defendant has a "liability balance" of $10.8 million. (See Bates No. 52057 1911). The 

14 report suggests expiring C-Notes as well as reducing cost per incremental competitive smoker 

15 through the reduction of excess inventory, and by the "Offer [of] occasional high end items." 

16 (Jd.) 

17 40. In sum, defendant's internal documents show that defendant believed that the 

18 Camel Cash program was not a mere "advertisement", and that defendant could not simply 

19 terminate the program, walk away, and incur no liability. Defendant believed that it had 

20 incurred a multi-million dollar liability as a result of the Camel Cash Program. Defendant 

21 recognized this exposure, tried to limit this exposure and in fact, created a financial reserve to 

22 cover the exposure. 

23 41. In particular, the creation of a financial reserve shows that defendant believed 

24 that the Camel Cash program was not an advertisement or a voluntary program. An internal 

25 memorandum entitled, "Accounting Policy Camel Cash Reserve" dated December 31,1992, 

26 attached hereto as Exhibit L, which was produced by defendant in the Minnesota Action, 

27 described the Camel Cash program not as an "advertisement", but stated that "Camel Cash is 

28 
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1 a promotional continuity program that began in October 1991." (Bates No. 51705 4950, 

2 emphasis added). The memorandum states that: 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

The Company realized that a liability needed to be 
recognized for C-Notes that were being saved by 
consumers for use in future programs. Therefore a 
reserve was established as of 12/31/92 to recognize this 
[Camel Cash] liability. (Id, emphasis added) 

The memorandum furthers states: 

42. 

Accounting Methodology 
The Company's current accounting practice is to 
recognize the estimated cost (premiums and fulfillment) 
of continuity programs based on the percentage of offers 
(or catalogs distributed) during the year. Program 
participation and cost are based on management approved 
forecasts. Premium items purchased in excess of 
estimated redemption by the consumer are set up as 
inventory until such time as they are utilized in future 
continuity or retail promotional programs. 

Camel Cash Reserve 
The reserve establishes a liability for C-Notes saved by 
consumers but redeemed during future Camel Cash 
catalog programs. These C-Notes are not accounted for in 
current program costs. Accounting for this reserve is 
based on matching current period expense with current 
period revenue. (Id) 

A fmancial reserve is only appropriate for those costs that are estimable and 

probable (see FASB Rule 5, emphasis added). Accordingly, it would have been improper 

under GAAP for defendant to create a financial reserve if it believed its performance was 

merely voluntary. 

43. Defendant's budgets for the Camel Cash program assumed only a percentage of 

the certificates issued would be redeemed. As the use of the internet grew in the late 1990s 

and the early 2000s, customers began to trade or sell the Camel Cash certificates on the 

internet and on websites such as eBay.com. Unlike a merchant who has no control over the 
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1 demand for its products, defendant's printing of Camel Cash certificates gave defendant 

2 complete control over the number of certificates available for redemption. 

3 44. In or about 2006, Reynolds named a new brand manager for Camel. That new 

4 brand manager reviewed the program and saw that Reynolds for years had deliberately issued 

5 Camel Cash certificates without an expiration date and that Reynolds knew that many of those 

6 certificates had been collected and remained outstanding. 

7 45. On or about October 1, 2006, defendant determined to end the Camel Cash 

8 program as of March 31, 2007. Reynolds gave six months notice in October that the Camel 

9 Cash program would be terminated on March 31, 2007. 

10 46. Reynolds estimated that to supply merchandise and catalogs to permit the 

11 redemption of certificates until the program terminated would cost Reynolds millions of 

12 dollars. Upon information and belief, the Camel brand manager sought advice from Reynolds 

13 whether he could simply decline to redeem the certificates and was told that he could not 

14 lawfully do that. Nevertheless, the brand manager made the determination to do that anyway, 

15 believing that the costs of compliance would, in fact, be much greater than the costs of 

16 breaching Reynolds' obligation. 

17 47. Defendant was aware that there were many millions of Camel Cash certificates 

18 outstanding. Defendant knew, and defendant estimated that holders would attempt to redeem 

19 many, if not all, of their Camel Cash certificates before the March 31, 2007 deadline. In fact, 

20 defendant's announcement falsely claimed that members of the Camel Cash program would 

21 have "plenty of time to redeem [their] C-Notes before the program ends" (Ex. A). 

22 48. Plaintiffs, registered members of the program, like thousands of Class 

23 members, accumulated Camel Cash certificates they wanted to redeem during the six month 

24 period (from October 2006 through March 2007) that defendant claimed the program would 

25 remain open. From in or about October 2006, defendant, however, failed to honor its 

26 promise. Defendant stopped honoring any requests to redeem Camel Cash certificates and 

27 stopped distributing catalogs in order to deter customers from redeeming their coupons. 

28 
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1 49. In the six months prior to the program's termination, each of the named 

2 plaintiffs attempted to obtain a Camel Cash catalog to redeem his or her certificates, or was 

3 excused from that performance because of defendant's prior breach and because any attempt 

4 to obtain a catalog and/or redeem certificates was, and would have been, futile. For example, 

5 in or about October 2006, upon receiving notice that defendant was terminating the program, 

6 Feinman visited defendant's website, selected items he wanted to receive in exchange for his 

7 Camel Cash and submitted his coupons, together with a completed order form to defendant. 

8 Defendant refused to provide Feinman with merchandise and told him the items were not 

9 available. Feinman repeated his attempts to redeem his coupons at least twice during the 

10 period from October 2006 through March 2007 to no avail. In approximately January 2007, 

11 Mr. Polese visited the website listed on the back of a C-note to obtain a catalog in order to 

12 redeem his coupons. The website directed Mr. Polese to a phone number. Mr. Polese then 

13 called the number, supplied the automated service with detailed information and requested a 

14 catalog. Defendant, however, failed to mail Mr. Polese any catalog. Beginning in January 

15 2007, Holter visited defendant's website a number of times to try to redeem his Camel Cash 

16 certificates. Each time Holter logged on, however, defendant's website stated that the items 

17 were "sold out" or "no longer available". 

18 50. Defendant ended the Camel Cash program and deliberately did not provide 

19 merchandise to its program members. Defendant believed that many customers who had been 

20 collecting or saving their Camel Cash certificates for long periods, entitling them to more 

21 expensive items, would attempt to redeem them before the March 31, 2007 deadline. 

22 Defendant deliberately decided to breach its contract, calculating that, rather than fulfilling its 

23 contractual obligations to the plaintiffs and the class, defendant would rather run the risk of 

24 paying damages for breach of the contract 

25 COUNT I 

26 (Breach of Contract) 

27 51. Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and the Class, reallege and incorporate 

28 herein by reference each of the foregoing paragraphs as follows. 
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1 52. Defendant offered for sale Camel Cash certificates together with Camel 

2 cigarettes and the rights of redemption afforded by the Camel Cash certificates. In response 

3 to defendant's offer, plaintiffs purchased Camel cigarettes together with Camel Cash and 

4 submitted enrollment forms to defendant, who accepted such forms and provided plaintiffs 

5 with an enrollment number. Plaintiffs thus joined the Camel Cash program, which entitled 

6 them to redeem their Camel Cash certificates in exchange for merchandise. 

7 53. Plaintiffs and defendant entered into a valid and enforceable contract when 

8 plaintiffs enrolled in the Camel Cash program, pursuant to which defendant incurred liability 

9 and the obligation to deal fairly and in good faith. Pursuant to the terms of the contract, prior 

10 to the program's termination, defendant was obligated, among other things, to maintain 

11 reasonable, albeit limited, quantities of catalogs and goods available for the plaintiffs to 

12 redeem in exchange for their Camel Cash. 

13 54. In or about October 2006, defendant announced that it was terminating the 

14 Camel Cash program as of March 31, 2007. Thus, the contract was in effect until March 31, 

15 2007 when defendant terminated the program. 

16 55. Beginning in October 2006, defendant, however, breached its contract 

17 with plaintiffs and the Class when it stopped issuing catalogs and failed to make 

18 merchandise available for redemption. 

19 56. After defendant repudiated the contract, any further performance by 

20 plaintiffs and the Class, including attempting to redeem their Camel Cash certificates 

21 or obtain catalogs, was excused as a result of defendant's prior breach, and because 

22 any such attempt was, and would have been, futile. 

23 57. Defendant's failure to provide reasonable quantities of merchandise redeemable 

24 for Camel Cash constituted a breach of its duty of good faith and its contract with plaintiffs 

25 and the Class. 

26 58. As a direct and proximate result of defendant's breach of contract, plaintiffs and 

27 the proposed Class have suffered monetary damages. 

28 
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1 

2 

3 59. 

COUNT II 

(Promissory Estoppel) 

Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and the Class, reallege and incorporate 

4 herein by reference each of the foregoing paragraphs, and further allege as follows. 

5 60. From the commencement of the Camel Cash program, defendant promised 

6 plaintiffs and members of the Class that if they purchased Camel Cigarettes together with 

7 Camel Cash certificates and emolled in the program, defendant would have reasonable, albeit 

8 limited, quantities of merchandise available to redeem for Camel Cash. The promise 

9 reasonably induced reliance on it. 

10 61. In reliance on this promise, to their detriment, plaintiffs and the Class 

II purchased Camel cigarettes together with Camel Cash, emolled in the Camel Cash program, 

12 and saved Camel Cash certificates. 

13 62. From in or about October 2006, defendant, however, failed to honor its 

14 promise. Defendant stopped distributing catalogs in order to deter customers from redeeming 

15 their coupons and/or failed to have merchandise available for redemption. 

16 63. Defendant's failure to provide reasonable, albeit limited, quantities of 

17 merchandise redeemable by Camel Cash constitutes a breach of its promise to plaintiffs and 

18 the Class. 

64. As a result of defendant's breach of promise, plaintiffs and the Class suffered 19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

damages, in an amount to be determined at trial. 

65. 

COUNT III 
(Unfair Business Practices Act 

Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200 et seq.) 

Plaintiffs Sateriale, Burns, Mr. Polese, Ms. Po1ese, J avaheri and Griffiths, on 

25 behalf of themselves and the California Subclass, reallege each and every allegation above as 

26 iffully set forth herein, and further allege as follows. 

27 66. The Unfair Business Practices Act defines unfair business competition to 

28 include any "unfair," "unlawful," or "fraudulent" business or practice. Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code 
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1 § 17200. Unfair competition also includes "unfair, deceptive, untrue or misleading 

2 advertising." The Act also provides for restitution for violations. 

3 67. Throughout the California Subclass Period, defendant ran its Camel Cash 

4 program throughout the country, including the State of California, and described the terms of 

5 the program on the Camel Cash certificates, and elsewhere. In or about October 2006, 

6 defendant announced that it was terminating the Camel Cash program as of March 31, 2007. 

7 Defendant represented that holders of the Camel Cash certificates could redeem their coupons 

8 for another six months. Indeed, upon announcing the expiration of the program, defendant 

9 stated: 

10 Now, this isn't happening overnight-there'll be plenty of time to 

11 redeem your C-Notes before the program ends. In fact, you'll have from 

12 OCTOBER '06 through MARCH '07 to go to camelsmokes.com and 

13 redeem your C-Notes. 

14 These representations were unfair and deceptive, as defined by Business & Professions Code 

15 § 17200, in that they stated that defendant would provide merchandise redeemable by Camel 

16 Cash from at least October 2006 through March 2007 when defendant had no intention of 

17 honoring any requests to redeem Camel Cash certificates. From in or about October 2006, 

18 defendant did not provide merchandise, or even catalogs containing merchandise, to plaintiffs 

19 and the California Subclass. 

20 68. Defendant's conduct is unfair in that the harm to plaintiffs and the California 

21 Subclass arising from defendant's conduct. outweighs the utility, if any, ofthose practices. 

22 69. Defendant engaged in conduct that is unlawful in that it is a violation of the 

23 Consumer Legal Remedies Act, in addition to other potential statutory violations. 

24 70. As a direct and proximate result of the acts and practices alleged above, 

25 pursuant to California Business & Professions Code § 17203, plaintiffs and the California 

26 Subclass are therefore entitled to: (a) full restitution of all monies paid to defendant as a result 

27 of its deceptive practices; (b) interest at the highest rate allowable by law; and (c) the payment 

28 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

of plaintiffs' attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to, inter alia, California Code of Civil 

Procedure §1021.5. 

71. 

COUNT IV 
(Deceptive Practices 

Consumer Legal Remedies Act, California Civil Code §1750 et seq.) 

Plaintiffs Sateriale, Burns, Mr. Polese, Ms. Pol ese, Javaheri and Griffiilis, on 

behalf of themselves and the California Subclass, reallege and incorporate herein by reference 

each of the foregoing paragraphs. 

72. At all relevant times, plaintiffs were "consumers," as that term is defined in 

Civ. Code § 1761(d). 

73. At all relevant times, Camel cigarettes and Camel Cash constituted "goods," as 

iliat term is defined in Civ. Code § 1761(a). 

74. At all relevant times, defendant was a "person," as that term is defined in Civ. 

Code § 1761(c). 

75. At all relevant times, plaintiffs and the California Subclass' purchases of 

Camel cigarettes together with Camel Cash constituted a "transaction," as that term is defined 

in Civ. Code § 1761(e). 

76. The policies, acts, and practices described in this Complaint were intended to 

and did result in the sale of Camel cigarettes together with Camel Cash certificates to 

consumers. 

77. In or about October 2006, Defendant announced that the Camel Cash program 

was ending as of March 30, 2007. Defendant further represented in this announcement that 

Camel Cash certificates could be redeemed for another six months. However, beginning in 

October 2006, defendant did not provide merchandise, or even catalogs containing 

merchandise, to plaintiffs and the California Subclass. 

78. Had plaintiffs and members of the California Subclass known that they would 

be unable to redeem their Camel Cash for merchandise as represented by defendant, they 

would not have purchased Camel cigarettes and saved Camel Cash. Defendant, at all relevant 
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1 times, knew that plaintiffs and members of the California Subclass did not know or could not 

2 have reasonably discovered this fact prior to their purchases. 

3 79. Plaintiffs and the California Subclass were harmed by defendant's deceptive 

4 acts when, after purchasing Camel cigarettes together with Camel Cash, they were unable 

S between October 2006 and March 2007, to obtain merchandise described in the Camel Cash 

6 program as supposedly redeemable by Camel Cash. 

7 80. Defendant's practices, acts, policies, and course of conduct violated the 

8 California Consumer Legal Remedies Act, California Civil Code §17S0 et seq., (the 

9 "CLRA"), in that defendant represented that goods had characteristics, uses and benefits or 

10 quantities which they did not have, in violation of §1770(a)(S) of the CLRA. 

11 81. Defendant's practices, acts, policies, and course of conduct violated the CLRA, 

12 in that defendant advertised goods with intent not to supply reasonably expectable demand in 

13 violation of §1770(a)(IO) of the CLRA. 

14 82. Defendant's practices, acts, policies, and course of conduct violated the CLRA, 

IS in that defendant represented that a transaction confers rights, remedies or obligations which it 

16 does not have or involve, in violation of §1770(a)(14) of the CLRA. 

17 83. As a result of defendant's illegal conduct alleged herein, plaintiffs seek 

18 damages and restitution of all monies received by defendant as provided in California Civil 

19 Code § 1780. Plaintiffs are informed and believe that the amount of said damages and 

20 restitution is unknown at this time, but will seek relief to amend this complaint at the time of 

21 trial when the same has been ascertained. 

22 84. In compliance with the provisions of Civil Code § 1782, plaintiffs have given 

23 written notice to defendant of their intention to file a complaint for damages under Civil Code 

24 §17S0, et seq. However, over 30 days have elapsed, and defendant has failed to offer 

2S appropriate consideration or other remedy to all affected consumers as described in the written 

26 notice. 

27 8S. As a result of violation of the CLRA, plaintiffs and the California Subclass 

28 suffered damages, in an amount to be determined at trial. 
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I PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

2 WHEREFORE, plaintiffs request on behalf of themselves and other members of the 

3 Class and California Subclass, for judgment against defendant as follows: 

4 1. An Order certifying the proposed Class and California Subclass herein under 

5 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 and Civil Code § 1781, and certifying plaintiffs as class 

6 representatives and their undersigned counsel of record to represent the Class; 

7 2. For actual damages for injuries suffered by plaintiffs and the members of the 

8 proposed Class and California Subclass as a result of defendant's conduct toward plaintiffs 

9 and the members of the proposed Class; 

10 3. Awarding plaintiffs and the Class and California Subclass their reasonable 

II costs and expenses incurred in this action, including counsel fees and expert fees pursuant to 

12 California Code of Civil Procedure § I 021.5, California Civil Code § 1780( e); and 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

4. Awarding such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper 

including any extraordinary equitable relief as permitted by law or equity to attach, impound 

or otherwise restrict defendant's assets to assure plaintiffs and the members of the Class and 

California Subclass have an effective remedy. 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

Plaintiffs hereby demand a trial by jury. 

Dated: August 4-, 2010 GLANCyr.u'j'U~W 
I 

Lionel Z. Glancy 
1801 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 311 
Los Angeles, California 90067 
Telephone: (310) 201-9150 
Facsimile: (310) 201-9160 

BRAGAR,WEXLER,EAGELAND 
SQUIRE, P.C. 
Jeffrey H. Squire 
Lawrence P. Eagel 
885 Third Avenue, Suite 3040 
New York, NY 10022 
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1 
Telephone: (212) 308-5858 
Facsimile: (212) 486-0462 

2 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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thlt CAIIEL 1~ld Hgln to ~: In Id_ for • I."... portion 0' Itl tOtal 
bud"t to " Uled 'or c:MEI. • . 

• ., It Is not. CNln l1li11 ~lln bt In v.ttlon ., punt", Iupet 4Io11~ . I . 

troIIt C Ca"S.".le!.. tolchP&J'1 ~ ~I~ tt1'-'!I!'~I"_ .. ~I!:..~~!~r.~ lIIIat. ) UI,·..!", \ ~ '.' n II ... • ... .,. 1111 ........ ,.. _ ..... ,.. __ ._ ._,. " ns • ... I 
"eBI'" t. not IdJUSted ,.... thin .. win wi •• I contl ... 1 ~ 0') 
;m:~:r.Jf::r=e~~~IIt,;:.':=:-.::1:." -::i:::. :~I=! .~: 
and 1117 posllble "bonus IncantIYOS' out to c ...... ". In I tl_l)' 'islIt.. ~ 

• Th' c·lot, 'CU'I'JOVIf~ • At ~ : • 
. C·Hota value 0' 15 cent" ., ~f!.; ; 
II curroiltl)' Htlit M1.d . . 
It shOuld .. II ..... tNt . 
rld..,tton COlts ,Or cash 

- In tho _antl_. thI ., natdI to IIIIS. IIhethIr this carr,...,. lIIPos ... t. 
".1"1'111" enough to IIIIrrant addl.., tt to tho corporlte "Ianco ....... 
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Background 

• 1be original Camel Cash promotion program generated signiftcant 
response In the marketplace 

- appromnately 961M smokers redeemed C-Notes for merchandise 

- appromnately 5.5MM items distributed to smoken. 

• 1be Camel Cash 8 program Is currenIIy underway and scheduled to run 
through. the ead of J8DU81'7 1m. Camel Cash·m Is planned to follow the -
Camel Cash DPlOiUiUII. 

• The origiDal program'. SUCCU' ldentUled the need to better forecast 
partfdpatloD and ,,,IftOment quantitJes 
- Internal proJedlons .. nduesti .... ted marketplace redemptions 

- DIAD developed a regres:sion basid model to better estimate fuI8Ilment 
needs (I.e., to provJde haUplrk p:-qJedi_ for eadt Item In the catalog ~~_~ 
for Camel Cash 8 " DI) ~.:"! 

- DIAD Is also testing the MACRO·p:'ODlOtion maluation system on :~ 
Ca_ Cash D _Camel Cash m to 8mu Its 'fIabDIty as an C'} 
ImPl'Oftd forecastfng approach. Li 
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Objectives . 

The primary objectives of the MACRO promotion ewIuation of Camel Cash n 
and Camel C8sh m are to: . ..-Ie prograID partidpadon 

- 8DlODI franddse smokers 
- IUDODI COIIloedtive .... ' brand smokers 

• Project fulfillment needs for aD items In the catalop, and 

• Forecast IncremeataI volume for the Camel brand. 
~ 

A secondary objectlvefs to contrast ,.,Ift'lment prqIedions from the MACRO .~ 
promotioa mduadon VI. prqfedloas ..... the BIAD rep? don model and "; 
fdegtlfy 8IIJ ...... ........ "-.~ 
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Overview of Conclusions 

• Cash m slightly outperforms Cash n In terms 01 Incremental business 
potential. 
- Perceived as better wlue than Cash n. 

• Compared with BJAD forecasts, MACRO projects a higher number of 
total C-Notes to be redeemed while projeeting a lower number of catalog 
Items to be ordered fOl' both Cash D andm. 
- MACRO projections skew IIIOI'e to bigIHicket catalog items. 

• Cash D ad Cash m redemptI9a budgets are low relative to projected 
orders. 

• C-Note expwww Is DOt aalyiaqe, but It also &rOws with each successive 
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Camel Cash I Penetration 

• As one would expect, Camel Cub Igeneratecl its strongest penetration 
AJDODC tnmcJdse smokers. 

Awareaess 
Saved CHutes 
We lEW CH ... 

Total 
Non:MmthpI 

~ 

38 

9 
3' 

Sourm Camel Cub I 'l'ncIdnc 

CamelJJB 
'lI 

96 
69 
36 

Competitive 
glIB 
~ 
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Camel Casb I Penetration 

• While QpneI Cash I generated strong levels of penetration among 
francblse smokers on a percentage basis, more competitive brand users 
savecl C-Notes from a nUDlben point of view. 

~ 

• TIle .... orIty of smokers who saved C-Notes duria& the Camel Cash I did 
DOt rede .. by tbe ead of tbe prvpam. , . 

Sued C.Nota 

Redeemed 
DId Not RedeEm 

Total . 
Non-Mr.ntbol 

M'. 
2,911 

961 
[Yi) . 

Source: ~meI Cash I Tracking 

Competitive 
CamellJB . NM VB 

M,'. 

I,m 
5S8 
S20 

M's 

[Wi 
403 

1,430 
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Camel Cash I: ,Projections vs. Actual 

• Projections ror Camel Cash I based on conswner data are In the ballpark 
relative to actual levels obtafned through the program. 

,ProJlClaa* 
MM'. 

Total hems 5~2 

Total c-NGtes 141.974 

Actual 
MM'. 

5.550 

127.875 

Projected As 
" or Adual 

, ,,~ 

111~ 

• Prqfectioas reflect the size or Camel VB and Compo VB C·Note redeema
groups (dedved from traddlll data) and'"reported remmpdon 8100lIl our 
COGS"". I.SipIe (21-'4 Jf8II Of ap). . , 
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Camel Cash I Redemptions By C-Note' Value 

s 

4 

Millions 
of 3 

Items 

2 

1 

0 1 I J I' eli\! 
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Intent to Save C-Notes and Purchase Camel 

• Would Collect C-Noces 
· Casbm 
• CasbD 

• Would BIt)' Camel Today 
• Casb m 
• CashD 

• Pard .. ,.. I'lleat 
(Top TwooBoQ 

• Cash m 
• CaJh D 

Saved C-Notes in Cash I 
Total ClJDd VB Camp, lJB ., ., ., 

85 
83 

73 

" 

" 71 

IJ7 
95 

99 
99 

loe .' 

78 
76 

58 
52 

so 
55 

Comp, VB 
Non-SaYers 

'" 
46 ' 
39 

24 
25 

12 
12 
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Participation in Camel Cash n I m 

• Roughly two-lhlrds of Camel Cash I partldpants are projeded to save CeNotes in 
Camel Cash II aDd m 

- Most franchise smokers wiD continue to coDed CeNotes 
- About balf of Comp. VB partidpants from Cash I will contiuue to save 

C-Notes. 
•. Camel Cash m generates a somewhat stroDger level of partldpatlon than 

Cash II. 
• SfmUar level of IDterest for Camel Cash D and m among Comp. VB smokers 

who did _ partldpate In Cash I • 

Ounel CashD 

Camel Cash m 

pm. 

Total 
ex, 
64 

" 

. .., of Smokers Protected To Save 
. _'. ___ ~'_~~' Comp. VB Smokers 

OnneIIIB . Cwp. IJB NM::Partidpants 
ex, ex, ~ 

89 

~ 
SO, 

54 

23 

23 
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Perceived Value of Cash m Items vs. Cash II Items 
(Cell 1 Only) 

TqtaI 

~ 
• Pen:elved Value 

CamelUB 
Sayen 

(98) 
~ 

~. 

Compo UB 
Saven 

(99) 
~ 

Comp.UB 
Non-Saven 

(113) 
~ 

_ Cesb m Is better wlue 136- m 35 m_ _m 31 42 I. 

- Casb D fa better \'aIue 16 14 

Note: ·Savers'l re8eet pu1ldpatlon In Cub I 

• InchJdes Camel VB NoD-partic:IpaDts 

18 14 
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. Sources of C-Notes I Basis For Catalog Orders 

• PartfdPIDU bave three sources of C-Notes which they can use in Camel Cash 
DIm. .' 

C-NotesFram . C-Notes on Hand C-Notes Obtained 
C8meI Pun:hasas AJIheEndof From Others 

ClmelCesb PI'QUIam 

~ if' . 

TOI8I C-Notes 

• Smokers order Items froIJlthe catalog based on the number of C-Notes they . 
obtain from aD IOUI'CtS chirIIc the course of the Camel cash program. 
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Distribution of Total C-Note Quantities 
For Camel Cash n I ill 

100 or Lest 
C-Nole. 

101-449 .• ,0 or Mare 
C-Nole. . C-NOleI 

fSlTOla1 SaYUS 

.Comp. ~IYen 

III '_111111 SIYers 
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Average Number of C-Notes: 
. Franchise & Competitive Savers 

Total C-Notes 

• From Camel Pun:bases 

• On Hand At Bad of 
OuvICashI 

Ayenp Number of C-Note5 
Total Camel VB Comp. VB 
Sayen I SayeD Savers 

3D 

152 

84 

76 

m 
266 

11' 
91 

~ 

33 
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Projection of Items Ordered/C-Notes Redeemed 

• Camel Cash m Is projected to cleUver slmflar but somewhat stronger results than 
CaIlMll Cash Do 

Total Items 

Total c-Notel 

Camel CashD 
MM's 

3 •• 

251 •• 

Camel Cash m 
MM's 

3.51$. 

268.329 
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Budgeted vs. Projected Dollar Outlays 

• Flnandal UabUity for Casb U and Casb m redemptions is bigher than currently 
budgeted: 
- Both models project blgher fulftllment liability than budget. 

CashU 
Cwrent PrqiectJon 
MACRO Prqfectloa 
Bqet (PremIum 

FuI"'rnat) 

Casbm . 
Current ProJ.ctIoD 
MACRO ProJec:tlon 
Budpt (Premft,,11 

FnUQhIMllflt) 

Ie-Notes 
<MMl 

182.649 
251.'" 

150.'75 
2600D 

Projected w. 
Budget 

@ $.lS A~. Ditfermre 

$l7.4MM 
$37.8MM 

$l3.4MM 

~7.fiMM 
S3'.OMM 

$l2.5MM. 

+$4.0MM 
+$14.4MM 

+$15.1MM 
+$l6.SMM 
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Exposure/Potential Liability at Conclusion of Camel Cash II 

• The outstandiDg dollar HabDity (in terms of as-yet unredeemed C-Notes) at tile 
end of the Cash D program wli be about $37.5 million, assuming the following: 
- 64'J, of Cash I partidpants eootinue to save In Cash n 

• 

- Total redemption, in temw of C-Notes, will be 252 million 
.. 24~ of non-recIe I "ers simply throw their C-Notes away 

Savers .. Cash I 
~ Saving (Cash II) 

Savers - Cash D 
Average Number C-NotesISaver 

TotaIC-Notes Saved 
Less Redeemed (Cash D) 

Noa-Rede ed C-Notes 
Less C-Notel DIscarded 

Net C-Notes Outstandlul 
LiabIlIty of 15e 

Expowre 

2.911 MM 

x64 " 
1.863 MM 
x 312 

581.3 MM 
-252.0 MM 
329.3 MM 

'·79.8 MM 
250.3 MM 

.IS 
I $37.ssIMM 
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Camel Cash U and In - Item Mix By C-Note Levels 

• Camel Cash U and m should exhibit a similar pattern In item mix relative to the 
. level of C-Notes required. . 
- Camel Cash m with bIgher percentaleln the 85-120 rauge 
- Camel Cash m wiCh lower perceotqe In the 350+ range .... " ... ... 

... 

... 
2K 

lO .. 

- CUIII c.dI m (MACRO) 

- CUIII c.dIlI .. 'cut 
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Camel Cash H: Items for· 3S C-Notes or Less 

C-Note FulfiUmept Prqjeetinns 
CatalOl!Jtem Number &: D"rlrtim 0JSt Number " of Total 

(Ill M's) 
16 ·CIassic Camel· Collector's TiD 20 105 3.1 
17 "Pool Player· CoUector'sna 20 f17 2.6 
18 "Deco Camel· CoUector's11o 20 63 1.9 
36 "Desert Biker" tAchter 20 136 4.0 
37 ·PiaDo,..,... t.fghter 20 88 2.6 
39 Joe's Mug 20 204 6.0 

\ 41 Smooth-ll,ktftSe Plate 28 32 0.9 , 
~ 55 a ..... SIIot PostcardI 20 3 0.1 . 
~ . 6 Pack O-Lighters 2S 106 3.1 
i 20 IlGoIf Player" Steba 2S 31 0.9~, 
~ 21 "Q" Cartl" Steba 2S 58 1.7 . C) .. ... 

~ 2Z ...... Bardpaek. Stela 2S 29 0.9 ~; 
~ 23 "1be Wfdes· Stefa 2S 24 0.7;:5 
~ 35 a.aIDe Pebel Top W .... Lan 25 191 5.6 !. '; 
~ 7 ("awl Stud Eat,... 30 82 2.4 •. ~ 
i 38 Team Omel Cap 31 150 4.4 ; .:J 
:.. 11 15 J8ft Mill 35 sz 1.5. ;;..:! 
{. n; 44 WladddeJd Sun SIdeId 35 22 0.6 
t -

f IS • 18 Items UDder 35 C-Notes 
,. .. !l-

f : . 
t ~4t .. 
.'. 
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Camel Cash II: Items for-40 -100 C-Notes 

CoNote fulfillJW:li ProJa:lions 
Cata'-It_ N ......... " D linden CItlIl NIIIIIfIer ~ orTOIal 

(laM's) 

9 Camel ea. ... (Mea's) 40 41 I.2 
10 0gpeI Casuals (Womea'.) 40 24 0.7 
25 IfaII Moon AsIIn1 45 118 3.5 
33 CameIIap T-8Idrt (LG) 45 34 1.0 
34 C ....... T-8idrt (XLG) 45 44 1.3 
19 \¥omeIi'. Ni&hlsllbt 50 " 2.9 

• 8 C.meI Caarm Ji:UIiDgs GO 54 1.6 ) , 
40 ·eea_ ..... /umJ Kde 65 1St 4.7 • 

I' 
i" 47 ..... MhIDIPt·a.r.ae ZIppo 70 214 6.3 , 48 .0. f= c.r _ fchl au .. zIppo 70 211 6.2 
J 
j,' 3 Traplclll SIlos :uer QutaIa 75 6 0.1 • II 45 ..... To ..... th· Sw WaM (LG) .75 48 1.4 I C"':) 
\ 4Ci ·Bon To Ie SmNth- S,,:tshlrt (XLG) 75 58 1.7 C) • 28 c.aelCsae Leea JoMs (LG) 85 41 1.2 i 

... ~ .• ~ 
~ -" 2t <>m ....... JeIms (XLG) 85 37 1.1 "'-"1 

t 13 BardPackTGar", ,. 78 2.3 
r' ... 

( J 
4 a.II Camel WIfch (Mea'.) 110 71 2.1 I .1 

t 
5 CIiIb Caael Watda (WomeD's) 110 41 

· . ,. 
1.4 · .. 

:I 
11 Sea. "'" S1ic ...... (LG) HO 1:1 0.8 • ."2 

'" • •• 
f - 12 S.Sf ph Sn I tsh'rt (XLG) • ". 108 30 0.9 • .:II • ~. .-
f & 

~ "! • ... • 
'" ~'!'.~ '. ." • 
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Camel Cash D: Items for Over 100 C-Notes 

<;atatopc 'fCPt Number &: Dejrriptieg 

. 31 CJassic: Camel Sweatshirt (LG) 
32 Classic Camel Sweatshirt (XLG) 
50 "'The RardFack- C ....... Colledor·. Mirror 
51 -Biker- CaraeI CoDed ..... Minor 
52 -PIaao PIa,.- Camel C ....... •• Mirror 
53 -Classic Csmel· C ... CaDec"", Mirror 
54 "'The WIdes· Cae I C.ledar'. Mirror 
30 La .. BuDs 
I Club c. .. Robe (Mea'.) 
2 Club C 11 RaIle (Wemea's) 

14 lee'. Pub Dart Bo!ml . 
26 GftId ·Outdoot Jadeet (LG) 
27 Gnat ~ J_" (XLG) 
42 Joei • Black D hn J8Cb& (LG) 
43 JOe'. D' de".",.. Jdet (XLG)' 
24 JDr=hated SIp 
49 J ... Gac.a... 

GrudTaCal 

C-Nole 
egg 

130 
130 
130 
130 
130 
130 

. 130 
ISO 
200 
200 
250 
360 

.368 
4SO 
450 
575 -

Eul6l1men& Pl'o,kclWD5 
l!{urnhcr Sz of Total 
fmM'.) 

44 1.3 
54 U 
10 0.3 
14 0.4 
3 0.1 
20 0.6 
3 0.' 
23 0.7 
61 1.8 
27 0.8 • 
80 2.4 
26 0.8 
17 0.5 
54 1.6 
44 1.3 
4 0.1 
0 0.0 
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Camel Cash Ill: Items for 3S C-Notes or Less 

FulfiUmcni PmieclklUS 
eafalo.cuc Jttm Nom- " Pc P 'I. 

c-Note 
QIJ& Nmnbcr " of Total 

~ 
31 
32 
16 ; . 

I .1 
i I' 

20 
} 
~ 21 
!. 3!1 
! 
i 40 
• " 41 
f ~ ... , 
+ 

t 
.., 
53 

• , 55 

! 34 
3S 

I 
G 
2 
II 

1· 3 • 
3 

; 
• co 
f -
t' 11.' -
1-

~ .. 
t·~ 

<I: 
~ 

.' 

PlrtJu ..... 
Ift"""1lClc Huaer 
Iloadnc KeJdWa /IIP_ 
-Bustali.· Shadel 
..,.· .. SIn .. 
-Mu' .. erfEi 

"kmllt 0lIl 1.1&1' • r .. 
. c..I Calla cap --.,. 
. MU Ii ..,. Salt .... 1'epJM SIIMen 
........... T ...... 

15 
15 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

.20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
25 
25 
25 
30 
30 
35 

• 21 ........ 3S c-Nat •• 1IUl15 or .... uti hIIMr ... 25 o.Nete ..... 
,. r , ted "jail' fa 1M c...a c.m D afehD 

(laWs) 
65 I.' 
13 2.4 
171 5.1 
30 0.' 

'12 0.3 
50 .... 
7 0.2 
70 2.0 
77 2.2 
102 2.9 
27 0.8 
14 2.4 
n 2.0 
20 0.6 
4 0.1 

22 3.5 
105 3.0 
oM 1.3 
16 0.5 
14 2.4 
I] 2.4 

~"At~ 
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Camel Cash III: Items for 40 - 100 C .. Notes. 

CataIopc IIcm Nwbcr " ""rriII"on 

I Joe'. DIller Mua 
9 Bard Pack BBQ Aproa 

14 ClanJc CGld.OI Cap 
30 ladies BacIa Cap 
46 C I CrusiD' Cap . 
50 alae'. GvIp. T-swrt 
8 (.'Ie de 0mwI AIIIIraJ 

33 -Joe'. Oa 'I1Ie ............. on., 
52 lie ....... AsIIIraJ 
23 I'artj LI&fdI 
37 StraaodI·.,. Set 
7 a . , 0mwI Cap ..... 11 Cir BIt 

15 OutdOor ZippD. 
, DileO a.n.ae.1 ..... 

43 pt ...... .w.ara, 
13 (.'Ie deC-- No SIdrt 
11 (1e de 0igwI CCIIect."lfIItcb 
24 ww. PMk 'naweI 
25 Mu oS: Ray 'naweI 
28 ................ Ice Budret 
51 alae' ..... .,. w.tda 

C-Noae 
CIa 

40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
45 
45 
55 
A 
60 
70 
70 
75 
75 
80 

100 
100 . 
100 
100 
108 

FuINImcgI Prgjections 
Numhcr " of Total 
(laM',) 

49 
38 
4S 
46 
45 
80 
109 
77 
54 
71 
159 
46 
130 
117 
127 
67 
98 
57 
40 
59 
35 

1.4 
1.1 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
2.3 
3.1 
2.l 
1.5 
2.0 
4.5 C'":) 
1.3 C" ... "'J :"t, 
3.7 "'.::; 
3.3 r.: .... 

t. ) 
3.6 r ,:, 
1.9 :-.: 

~.. !II 

2.8 
1.6 
1.1 
1.7 
1.0 

- 'J(.: 

&..-•• } 
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Camel Cash m: Items for Over 100 C-Notes 

CataJope Item Number "D 7 .JptIon 

38 Joe's Pilsner Glass Set 
17 CameUlage Cooler 8eDda 
27 Ladles Chana Bracelet 
45 CIa" Car Mats 
Il l)uneUIgge ....... 
29 
22 
26 
3fi 

-Coaler- Bee± Bq 
CnrelJ'idoln&Vest 
IJmMed Edittoa·Beach CbaIr 
Ca. !I Poole. aad c.e 

5 Joe's Diller Jllkebox 
4 Neoa DlDer Clock 

54 Opea ..... JMW 
44 NeoaSip . 

GnadToal 

C-Note 
Coal 

115 
IlO 
120 
135 
150 
150 
160 
270 
275 
350 
600 
650 
7GO 

Fulfillment ProJections 
Number " of Total 
On M·s) 

91 
83 
11 
57 
43 
18 
103 
60 
89 
32 
6 

22 
7 

3515 

2.6 
2.4 
0.3 
1.6 
1.2 
0.5 
2.9 
1.7 
2.5 
0.9 

_ ..... :..:1 
." . 
-."1 

0.2 C"':» 
0.6 c:.~ 

1.2 
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Overall Comparison Qf Projections 

• MACRO proJectJoas reftect a lOwer .. umber of Items but bigher Dumber of 
C-Notes redeemed relative to BIAD proJectJODS. 

Camelc .... u 
• Tetalltems 
• Total, c-Notes 

Cmelc.sbm 
• TotaIltems 
• Total c-Notes 

MACRO 
ProJedfOlH 

MM'. 

3.396 
251'-

3.515 
_.329 

BIAD Internal 
PrqJect'QUS 

MM'. 

3.726 
182.649 

3.800 
250.675 

Note: The BIAD IDteroal proJectloas for Camel Cash m utUize 
cxmsumer appeal mMSUies ohfained In the MACRO promo" mdWl8tJoa. TtIe orI ..... BIAD prqIectIoas were 
for 4'- MM ..... I11III14'., MM C-Notes. 
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Incremental Business Potential 

• Incremental SOM poteatia) for Camelis projected to be comparable for the two 
Camel Cash Programs. 1be draw from compedtioD Is somewhat higber under 
Camel Cash m (possibly re8eetIac the appeal for a broader selection or items at 
lower C-Note k,ds). 

ToCaIlDeremeDtal 80M 

• Camel UB 

• Comp. UB 

Camel Cam U f'-""eI Cash m 

Q.IS" 

0.04 ., 

0.11 ., 

8.17 " 

0.02 CJ, , 

0.15 CJ, 

N""· . ProJectiodI assume that aWlll'eDf1ss or the program Is maiDtalned I not 
JncreasecJ. It awareness of the program increAses among competitive 
smoken, ina ... eataI husfness pofealhl would also inerease. . 

~ ct· -
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Camel Cash Progmm's Impact on 
Franchise's PrefereBCe for camel 

, 

• WblIe incremental SOM gains from franchise smokers are modest in an absolute 
sease, pretereuce for Camel VI. next choice .brand is soONOed after exposure to 
the Cash 0 aad Cash m catalop. . 

" ofCbjps For Camel D. Nat Choke Brand -
PrIor TO Post. 
Catalog Catalog 

EIfOS.e R'P"'""e . Index 

Total Camel VB 

- CaaaeI CISh 0 

- Camel Cash m. 

. . ~ . . 

.. .. 
71 

70 

74 

7! 

77 

80 

~ ... -........ " .. ":-n""-~'-- 'f 
!,...., C:3 '-" t"\.J C:3'~ .. ~·ji;~~~NmiC"·~·~·: 
~ ..... - ... -_. -~- . 

m 
111 

108 
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Conclusions 

• Casb HI wiU be at least as effective as Casb H, assuming both are equally 
. supported. Cash in may be better If it Is supported and Cash H Is Dot. 

• mgber participation In Cash m amoog franchise. 
• Value percepUoas fOl' Cash m are better than Cash H overalL 

• Compared to internal proJectlons, MACRO projects fewer Items to be ordered 
and more C-Nota to be rednmed In both Cash H and m. 
• ReIects ~ Idgh-ead aad fewer low .... Jtems to be ordered. . 
• ReIIects testinc IIlODI 21 + Dy. 

• The competitive sawn wbo wflileave the prognun after Cash I are RmarginaI" 
Iateradors with ........... Tbey buy CameI_ ofteD .......... oeasIoDal users. 

.. 

- lIJpotheses for diem lea ..... Iaclude: C"':I • 
• Cold to recIt n a WIld up.. 0 
• CaII't save enouJb C-Notes to justify the elf 011 e.~ 
• DJssatfsladlan with product. _':,. 
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Conclusions 

• FuUlJlment budgets tor Cash II and Cash m are underfunded. 

• A larae CNofe exposureJUabiIlty exists. 

- Exposure at the end or Cash n Is ~ected at $37.5SMM (beyond the 
Cash n projected fgIftJIment costof$37.8MM). . 

- Overall exposure (munller of C-Notes) grows with eada program unless 
redempdoD grows beyoad pred"ted levels. 

- Therefore, a slpiJlranlblldget IiabfUty remains •• nfunded from program to 
.proJi1UD. The JeRI of "'''CW er .... e Is fmpaeted both by the number of 
c-Nores carded 0'fII' .... tile .'el8I:e Y8Iue of eada CNGIe. 
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Implications 

• Pro&rams should be developed to retain former/attract new competitive smokers~· 
However, aftl'8ge cost per C-Note should not be raised slgai6eaatly due to 
ftaaadallm(lUcadODS. 
- Boa- ...... vesIIower cost of entry on a few Items may re-attrad Cash 

drOpouts. 
- lDc:reased aW'8l'tlleSlllUpport beblml Cub m may brIa& In new competitive 

smokaI. 

• Camel Cub budget Beall to be lDereased. 
- Pot ....... .., $14.4MM 1IIIderftmded tor Cash H premium fttlftJlmeat. 
- Poteada"'$l~.5MJ4 lmdert'ubded· tor Cash m. 

• TIle ................... liIIJIUty/expJ5tJte laue .eds to be addressed: 
- Budpt coasIderiadoDs. . 
- "Iaace lluer eGDIlderatioas. 
- C-NcIte expIr ..... date. 
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• LearoIaa from Camel Cash strongly suppoJ1s DOt using aonnaI parks as proofs 
tor any lUll cor..., .......... 
- No way to control ... we due to unlimited stoekpIling. 

• "'rr ., . '-~-~.'" " .•..• "'~ ....... ~ . , . '" .- -~ "'. -, ..' .. ... . . . 
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Method of Acquiring C-Notes 

• The YaSt .... odty of those who acquire C~otes (beyond simply purchasing 
Camel) obtaIa them from Meads or family members. 

Method of 
Anpdsltfon 

From Friends 

From Ji'amBy M-ben 

Acdwly SoIfdted 

Other Soun:es 

• -Saven- are Cash I putidpaDas 

Those Obtainin2 C-Notes 
Total I Camel VB Comp. VB 

Sayen* Sayen Savers 
<'3) (106) 

'XPI 'XP ~ 

71 I 84 

31 2Z 

~ 

37 

- , 1 -
7 I , 7 

"" -;; 

C"':)' 
e:l _ .. , 
c . 
.r.;.""·l ..--: 
r.J 
r.,', 
~ , 
c. t.:t 

- -j _: :OJ 

.... -:.;:. 
ii:~ , 

• ...." 

c 
( 

l~-~::'" ~ OO~.-l>-Z--.·~--·N-··N-·-·m-i:-··-··· .-. :-----:-:-,--..,.-~ 
• 

..-.,-,-~."'-.---.---.- .... 

--,~.-,-~"~'--'" .. , .. "--.-,,,'~'- .......... -.. ---- .. - . '-."- --"--,-----.-. 
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*Behavior of C-Note Savers Who Have Not Redeemed 

• or those CODS,uners who have saved C-Notes but not yet redeemed them, the 
~ority are stoekpBina for ". future purchase (particularly among Camel UB 
smokers). 

• • • 

• Unsw wfsIneIy, COlllpetltlve smokers are more likely to give their C-Notes away. 

AduaI 
BeIunrIpr 

Contbmeel to Save II'uture Use .. 
c.ve 'Ibem Awar 
'lbrew 'l'Iaeda A....,. 
SoId'1'bem 

ScJawt1dnI Else 

·Saver.LLNon-Redeemen 
Total I CameI'VB Comp. VB 
(99) (41) (58) 
fJ,fJ, fJ, 

57 

24 

5 

-
14 

~ 
7 
3 

-
8 

43 

~ , 
-
17 

• QuestIon was .dded to survey after the Slut date 
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Behavior of Camel Purchasers (past 12 Mo.) 
Who Do Not Save C-Notes 

• Of tbose COIIS1IIIlei's who have purchased CaDleiln the past year but have opted 
not to eeIIect C-Notes, most simply throw them away. 

• However, about 3O~ of both Onnel VB aDd Compo VB smokers give their 
eN .. to rd.'"'' "pdly. . 

eNote 
Dcha* 

'l'brow TIleiJl AW8J 

Give 1bem Away 

SeD Them to Othen 

8ometh1na Else 

Total 

~ 

64 

30 

1 

5 

Camel VB COmp~ VB 
(27) (64) 
~ ~ 

71 64 

2t 30 

- 1 

- 5 

c-::a . 
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Intent to Acquire C-Notes From Others 
Among New Catalog "Savers" 

• • 

• Among those who indicate they would collect C-Notes, approximately 70';' would 
attempt to ac:qulre them from other people (for both casb n and 18). 

T:,I 
IISsavenll 

CamelUB Comp. VB 
,;, ,;, 

WouIdAc:quire 
G.Ngtes From Othcn 

- Casbm "I 67 70 

- CallaO 71 " 73 

• -Saversll cIeftped as those who fndkate they would coIIeet C-Notes for 
CasbOorm. 

tT'i"" 
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I 
ACCOUNTING POLICY 
CAMEL CASH RESERVE 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 04-46-020().()( 

12/31/'J2 

Baekatound .. . 
Camel Cash is 8 promotional continuity prosram that began in October 1991. Since the introduction of 
Camel Cash I 8 Camel Cash 'C-Note' has been inc1pdod In every pack of Camel fdtered cigarettes. C
Notes hayc also been distributed through other promotional support programs. Consumers save 
C-Notes lind redCllm them for preDilums lhat are Usted in a Camel Cash Catalog. Bach Catalog has an 
expiration date; however, C-NotcSdo not hayc an expiration date. Camel Cash I expired .on May 31, 
1992 an4 Cash ([ will end on January 31, 1993. A portion of the Camel Cash III catalogs were 
distributed to consumers at retal1 during December, 1992. . The Camel Cash III catalog wiU expire on 
July 31, 1993. 

Camel Cash became an on-going prosram lIurlng 1992 d\le to the SUcccs& of this promotion. Several 
research studies were condw:ted duriog 1992 that mado RJRT aware that consumers were saving and 
holding C-Notes to usc iI) future Catalog&. The Company realized that a liability needed to be 
rcoognlzixl for C-Noles that were being saved byconsUIDors for redemption in future programs. 
Therefore, a reserYC was established as of 1'1./31%1- to recognize this Uability. 

Acwunting MelbodolQI:)' 
The Company's current accounting practice is to recognize the estimated cost (premiums and 
fUlfillment) of continuity programs based on the percentage of offers (or catalogs distributed) during 
the year. Program participation and cost are based (in management approved forecasts. Premium 
items purchased in excess of estimated redemption by the consumer are set up as inventory until such 
time as they arc utilized in Mure continuity or retail promotional programs .. 

Camel CAsh Reserve 
The reserve establishes a liability for C·Notes Saved by consumers but redeemed during future 
Camel Cash catalog programs. These C-Notes .re not accounted for in current program costs. 
~untlng for thi$ reaerve is based on matching current period expense with current period revenue. 
CUrrent ReserYC • 

The steps taken in evaluating the reserve are as follows: 

• Calculate the total number of C·NQtes available to consumers through Camel filter pack purchases 
and other promotional programs. 

• An estimate of the total CNotes redeemed by consumers is developed. This estimate takes into 
consideration actual redemption and future anticipated redemption. 

• The lotal of aU previous and currentprogra'1'. redem ption is determ ined based on approved 
forecasts, 

• The differenee between total C-Note redemption and current program redemption is the residual 
amount which is tbe basis of the reserve~· This difference in C-Notes is multiplied by lhe future 
estimated C-Note value. This is the amoUnt of the reserve. 
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, ACCOUNrING POlleY 
CAMBLCASHRBSERVB 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 04-46-0200'()()()()'oo() 

Future Acoountina • 

12/31/92 

• This reserve will be evaluated quarterly and adjusted as necessary by Financial Services Marketing 
to properly reflect this liability. ' 

• The methodology used to evaluate this reserve in the future is the same as that used 10 establish 
this reserve. The number of C-Notes distributed, total estimated C·Note redemption and current 
forecast program redemption will be used to determine if this reserve needs to be increased or 
decreased on a quarterly basis. ' 
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• 

<. Agenda for Camel Cash Brainstorming Meeting -Friday lOam -12pm 

Current Situation 
• the plan for Camel Cash 10 - a Camel Retrospective 
- brief on outcome of agency meeting 

Brainstorm 
- ideas to maximize the catalog 

Timetable - Determine Logistics and Timing for Catalog 
- item selection 
- production schedule 
- forecast 
- payment; use of C-Notes andlor cash 
- funding 
- catalog distribution 
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CAMEL CASH 
- THE LAST CATALOG-

OBJECTIVES: 
I) To give ~L CASH players one final chance to utilize their C-Notes and avoid 
volum~oss due to piss-off, " 

2) To get as many equity pieces in-market as possible 
3) To defend against Marlboro's anticipated last catalog 
4) To contInue to drive competitive interaction with the Brand 
5) To cOntinue to ~ perceptions of the brand - both from an authentic and "graphic 

pleasure" standpoint 
6) TO,offset anticipated prog~am costs as much as possible 

TARGET: 
21.49 year old Franchise and Competitive smokers 

TONE: 
Cutting Edge of the Mainstream 

ISTYLE: " 
"-Romance the authenticity, mystique and classic heritage of the Brand 

, . 
V\C!. 

TIMING: 
Feb. I - June 30, 1998 

CONCEPTS TO CONSIDER: / ' 
~ Utilize C-Notes only or combination of Cash and C-Notes t S ~ ~ 

"_ Advertise the catalog via media inserts, carton inserts, promotional offers, etc. 
Sell the items via retail ~ 

_ organize the catalog into eras of CAMEL history - from 1913 to 1998 (85 years) with a 
historical blurb about each section 

_ Making the catalog itself exciting and collectible - higher quality items, paper, presentation, 
etc, 

Ml.,N "£A~:«, 
, 

(!~rlllJ~ B ~ 6(l)1/"~ 
,,!"R.Q.M. CD <;.; to, 6" ~~£ 

r) a,v ?vj"(Y''/\ 
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FACTS: 

STRATEGIES: 

shorttexm: 

medium term: 

long term: 

• 

51705 3739 

In the near future. lo¥oed merchandise will not be pennissible under new govt. restrictions. 

Millions of unredeemed c·notes in the marketplace raise a potentially serious liability issue. 

Canceling the Camel Cash program may generate ill will to franchise consmners who 
are not given an opportunity to redeem their excess c-notes 

Create a new Camel Cash offering which acts as a low coste-note redemption 
vehicle. 

Create£. final Camel Cash catalog which reinforces current Brand equity while also 
introd~~ing new equities prior to the move into a regulated environment. 

6I'? 
Segue Camel Cash program into a new program which is acceptable in a regulated 
environment . 
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51705 3740 

MEDIUM TERM: . 

Tactic: 

T-S~l'\<JS 

Create a new Camel Cash catalog positioned as thelast chance to get Camel premiums. 
ie: The Last Cash Catalog Ever. 

Offerings could include: One of a kind logoed merchandise that will never be available 
agam. 

Product in collector's packs, positioned as the first in a series. 

, 
-

CCW\ lJJ(.. ")d1 ill "'" - C ~ 
bLr~k{ T - >k .. & I .... 

((W",-0-l (c~5 ( eaiJj 
Lv_~_ L,J;..v&.. '7 

Premiums with designs based on new graphic advertising. 

Non logoed merchandise which starts building new equity 
not associated with a particular Brand style. ie: designer T-shirts 

\ '",-

• 

Rationale: 

Premiums which act as new media to reinforce Brand equity 
within a regulated environment. Ie: Camel posters, tin signs 

Collectable merchandise will have high appeal and could be sold at a higher c-note value. 

Premiums with graphic designs will reinforce new advertising. 

Non-Iogoed merchandise would begin building equity around premiums which would be 
acceptable in a regulated world. 
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LONG TERM: 

Tactic: 

Rationale: 

• . 

51705 3741 

Create a new Camel magazine positioned as the ultimate infonnation resource to 
explore global urban culture. Magazine would include the following: 

- Editorial targeting 21 - 24 year old smokers. 
- News on trends in nightlife, music, movies, and fashion. 
- Articles featuring the bar program. 
- Fashion articles featuring Reynolds brand designers. 
- Camel Cash ads featuring collector's pack product offerings. 
- Camel, Red Kamel and Bar program ads. 

Distnbute magazine in direct mail as well as alternative distribution outlets: 

- Bar program venues 
- Camel and Red Kamel retail establishments 

Magazine reinforces Camel brand positioning. 

Magazine advertises Camel Cash product offering 

Magazine acts as vehicle to promote Reynolds fashion designers 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH I 

Status 

• Customer satisfaction costs resulted in ($1.1) overage. 

Current Latest 
1992 Budget Estimate Variance 

Premiums $29.9 $29.3 $ .6 

Fulfillment 9.3 11.0 (1.7) 

Total $39.2 $40.3 $(1.1 ) 

000li ZSS0S 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH I 

Program learning 

• 71 % of redeemers rated CAMEL Cash program better than other "free" mail
in offers. 

• 54% felt items were better quality than expected. 

97% equal or better quality 

• Majority (66%) redeemers were fulfilled in expected time frame. 

One-third fulfilled unsatisfactorily, which is below standards. 

CAMEL Cash Quality 
Compared To Other Of Fulfillment 

Mail-In Offers Premiums Time 

Top Box 71 54 18 (66) 
Worse Than Expected 2 2 33 

-----.-----~~--

Source: Redeemer 

1001' 1:SS0S 

, 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH II 

New Learning 

• Effectiveness 

Cash II has sustained Cash I's overall effectiveness. 

Cash I Cash II 
(%) (%) 

• 

Competitive Participation . 35 30 

Conversion 48 50 
, 

i 

Improved Opinion . 54 58 
i 

(Competitive Only) 

Competitive Smokers Citing 40 - 66 
CAMEL as 2nd Choice Brand i 

I 

Source: Redeemer 

1:00~ 1:BB0S 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH II 

New Learning 

• Awareness/Participation 

Awareness/participation continues at Cash I level. 

12 

10 

8 

PARTICIPATION 6 

4 ~~ 
2 

liAMEtCASii A~...s.p~fuN' 

Awo....,.. 

Porlicipotion 

'-~ TotaiSmobrs ~, / 

)K __ )K • Y 

~ ... 
Pcrticipa&on 
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Source: Tracker 
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CAMEL CASH 

CAMEL CASH II 

New Learning 

• Target Broadening 

Competitive smokers as well as adopters skewing increasingly female 

-- Female items effective 

Competitive CAMEL Adopters 

Sex CC I CC /I CC I CC /I 

Male 46% 35% 65% 55% 

Female 54% 35% 

Source: Redeemer Study 

~00~ 1:880S 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH II 

Performance Versus Plan. 

• Doubling C-Note value did not decrease number items per order (multiple 
factor), as anticipated. 

YTD 3.15 versus Plan 2.08 

• Richer mix of items ordered. 

YTD $7.40 versus Plan $7.13 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH II 

Performance Versus Plan 

• Heighten catalog distribution driving mail count. 

Continued gains expected to occur 4th Quarter. 

• C-Notes expected to climb with mail count. 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH II 

Budget Implications 

• High level uncertainty surrounding forecasts. 

• Various forecasting methodologies result in potential unfavorable budget 
variances. 

• BIAD forecast judged most realistic. 

B/AD YA MARC 

Items Fulfilled (MM) 3.8 4.2 3A 
Items Purchased (MM) 4.2 4.6 3.8 

Average Premium Cost $8.66 $8.66 $11.11 

Latest Forecast ($MM) $32.9 $39.8 $42.2 

Variance Versus Budget ($7.0) ($13.9) ($16.3) 

1992 Potential Impact (5.7) 

L00J; 1:8805 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH II 

1992 Spending Options 

Programs $MM 

• Cancel November Direct Marketing $1.0 
(Competitive Non-Players) 

• Pull Back 4th Quarter Multi-Brand Couponing .6 

• Defer December B3G3F until 1993 7.8 
(Volume Impact: 384MM Units) 

Total Spending Options $9.4 

800t> (;880; 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH III 

New Learning 

• Value perceptions were significantly better among both competitive and 
franchise participants .. 

• Competitive and franchise participation expected to increase in Cash III. 

Value 
Cash '" Better Value 
Cash " Better Value 

Participation 
Cash" 
Cash '" 

Total 
% 

64 
69 

CAMEL UB l Competitive Competitive UB 
Savers -. UB Savers Non-Savers 

89 50 
54 

23 
23 

Source: Cash'" Quantitative Testing (MARC Report) 

600v <:880S 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH III 

Pricing principles used to establish C-Note values. 

• Leveraged advantages of perceived value versus actual cost 

• Ensured adequate low end items to continue competitive participation 

• High end items priced at more favorable C-Note values for efficient franchise 
redemption 

010t> 1:8805 
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CASH III 

C-Note Value Factors. 

• Perceived Value 

CAMEL CASH 

Higher perceived value allowed lucrative pricing. 

- --------- ---------- ----- ---- --- - - -- -

Actual Cost Perceived Value CostlC-Note ! 

, 

Deco Lighter $2.90 $11.90 $.06 

Zippo $6.50 $9.70 $.09 

Tins $1.00 $5.50 - $.07 

n0~ 1:8805 

----~~~--.-------
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH III 

C-Note Value Factors (Continued) 

• Ensure Competitive Participation 

45% items 30 C-Notes or less. 
Eliminated 7 items with low competitive appeal. 

40 T CAMEL CASH 
C-NOTE BREAKOUT (TOTAL ITEMS) 

35 

30 

i1 25 
~ 
! 20 
{? 

'0 
15 ~ 

,Q 

E 
~ z 10 

5 

0 

< -30 vnotes 31-150 
Number af C-Notes 

<:10v <:8805 

151 + 

o Cash 1 

@l Cash 2 

.. Cash 3 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH III 

C-Note Factors (Continued) 

• Balance between high and low C-Note requirements to ensure continual 
competitive participation and efficient franchise redemption. 

• Factors allowed Brand to achieve $. 13 C-Note value versus $.15 Plan and 
$.15 Cash II. 

0.16 

0.15 

0.14 
~ • 0 
~ 

i" 0.13 0 

~ 

0.12 

0.11 

0.1 

25 35 

£r0v 1:"8805" 

40 

CAMEL CASH III 
C-nate Cost v. C-note Value 

60 80 
C-NOTE VALUE 

100 150 175 750 850 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH III 

Budget Implications 

• Current forecast methodology predicts potential $16MM downside. 

• However, several uncertainties are not factored into these models: 

Impact of Cash II and Cash III overlap 
Marlboro program 

Key Assumptions Plan 

Items (MM) 3.2 

Average Premium Cost $7.03 

C-Notes (MM) 150 

Budget/Latest Forecast $22.5 

t>10t> (;8805 

Current Variance 
Forecast 

3.6 (.4) 

$9.65 ($2.62) 

250 (100) 

$38.6 ($16.1) 
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CAMEL CASH 

CASH III 

1993 Spending Options 

• Premature to adjust 1993 planned spending, given marketplace uncertainties. 

$MM 

• Scale Back Cash IV $10 - $15 

Limit number items 

Limit catalog distribution 

Minimal marketing support 

• Reduce retail in 4th Quarter by 50% $10 

5,017 1:8805 
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CAMEL CASH 

POTENTIAL C-NOTE EXPOSURE 

• Estimated $32MM liability at end of Cash II. 

Total Estimated 
Cash C-Note C-Notes C-Note Potential 1/3 C-Notes 

Programs Redemption Available Difference Value Liability Liability 

Cash I 128 529 401 $.15 $60 $20 

Cash II 205 547 743 $.13 $97 $32 I 

Cash III 248 382 877 $.14 $123 $41 

Cash IV 210 418 1,085 $.14 $152 $51 

910~ ~8805 
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CAMEL CASH 

CONCLUSIONS/IMPLICATIONS 

• Cash continues to be effective at attracting and converting competitive smokers . 

.. 
• Cash III appears to exceed previous program effectiveness. 

• C-Note value and program efficiencies increasing. 

• However, key uncertainties surround Cash program: 

Impact Marlboro program 

C-Note "pool" exposure 

Lt0t- <:8805 
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OPPORTUNITIES/EFFICIENCIES 

• Explore Cash IV Efficiencies 

CAMEL CASH 

Research to assess optimum catalog mix 

Number items 

Competitive appeal 

Concerted effort to identify more efficient program 

Items' perceived value greater than actual cost 

High contribution margin items 

Include excess inventory from other Cash programs 

• Explore Siphon Opportunities 

Offering product/coupons for C-Notes 

810'1> ~880S 
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50868 2010 

AGENDA 

~ 
I: PRE CAMEL CASH OVERVIEW 

II. CAMEL CASH I OVERVIEW & LEARNING 

III. POST-CASH I 

• Program Assessment 

• Program Development 

• Program Support 

• Budget 
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50868 2011 

CAMEL CASH 

1. CAMEL CASH I 

A'M-i1.AUG 

A. Situation 

• Marketplace ground rules changing 

- Saving's segment growing in SOM (37%) and convenience store 
presence (50%). 

• Pressure on Full Price brands to add value/justify higher cost 

- Quarterly price increases 

• CAMEL gaining among younger adults (21 +), but needed to do more to 
accelerate growth 

Focus: 

- Increase distance between CAMEL and other brands (FP and 
Savings) 

- Provide immediate incentive to purchase and ultimately switch. 
- Provide "new news" into market 
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50868 2012 

CAMEL CASH 

I. CAMEL CASH' 

AWrl1.AUG 

B. Continuity program 

• Extremely successful for image enhancement, equity building and 
increasing brand loyalty, especially when reinforced through pas, 
direct marketing and advertising. 

• Presents Brand with an excellent opportunity for solidifying the Brand's 
personality (Joe) by offering smokers items that reinforce the Brand's 
image and have a long-term impact on overall Brand perception. 

• Benefit Brand through slippage as many "participants" save but never 
redeem. 
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50868 2013 

CAMEL CASH 

I. ~MEL CASH' 

C. Objective 

A........",.A.UG 

• Generate incremental volume through value-added purchase 
incentives. 

Strategy 

- Competitive Non-Users: Induce. trial and brand switching . 
- Competitive Occasional Users: Increase percent requirement satisfied. 
- Franchise: Insulate from price pressure. 

Program to be accomplished in an environment where CAMEL not 
primary RJR focus. 
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I. CAMEL CASH 1 

D. Program 

• Broad Participation 

• Broad Scope 

A'M-i1.AUG 

CAMEL CASH 

• 21-34 males target 
• Dual appeal 

• National program (24MM; a-page catalogs) 

• Inserts on all filtered CAMEL styles 
Uniquely CAMEL 
Value-added versus discounting 
Easy to save 

• Massive media plan ~ ~ 

• 

OOH 
Prjnt 
Direct marketing 
Retail 

Broad -retail distribution 
Retail take-ones 
Retail premiums 
Magazine pop-ups 
Field marketing 
Direct mail 
Bouncebacks 

50868 2014 
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50868 2015 

CAMEL CASH 

I. CAMEL CASH I 

D. program 

• Program greatly exceeded expectations. 

Cash I (52 Items) Estimated Actual 

• Original Plan Shipments (Items) 2MM 5.6MM 

Spending $19MM $55MM 

C-Notes 80MM 128MM 
--------_ ... _-------_ .. __ .. -

AVi'H1.AUG 
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CAMEL CASH 

I. CAMEL CASH 1 

E. Overview 

• 

• 

SOM up for seven consecutive months 

Marlboro share flat 

Growth in 18-24 Full-Price 

Claimed conversion rate 29% 

50868 2016 

• Unique opportunity to further business momentum twice as efficiently 

Acknowledgment of limited window 

• Success of Cash I led Brand to adopt ongoing continuity effort 

AINH1.AUG 
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I 

~4A'~ CAMEL CASH 

I. . CAMEL CASH J -; ~ s 
{ F1-, 

F. Lessons . ~ 

Issues Implications 

• Difficult to accurately predict participation I. Must utilize better forecasting 
procedures 

• Continuation of e 
proofs increa e liability tremendo~ 

• Long lead times make inventory 
management more difficult 

• Lengthy fulfillment process creates 
consumer dissatisfaction 

• Continuity programs/catalogs tend to 

• Need to better understand programs 
liability and associated implications 

• Minimize overseas-sourced items 

• Shorter fulfillment turn-time so that 
process becomes turnkey 

lose their excitement around month six I. Limit program duration to 6 months 

A'M-I1.AUG 

50868 2017 
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eAMELCASH 

II. DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

AWri2.AUG 

Maintain effectiveness at increased efficiencies 

Increase emphasis on low-end items 

Decrease average premium cost 

Sustain marketing support levels . 
Better forecastlng of item inventory 

Maintain balance of premiums 

- Female versus male 

- Smoking related 

- 21-35 versus 35+ 

50868 2019 
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4 @l PROGRAM ASSESSMENT 

CAMEL CASH 

B. Marketing Factors 

• Marketing support neverachieved Cash I level 
• Support increased in Cash III to regain competitive participation 

JjP 
~:'-"hr ~~ 

• Lotto added as Cash IV overlay 

I 

Media 
• OOH ($MM) $9.5 
• Print ($MM) $1.6 

P~S Support ($MM) $1.5 

'>c~ed 34MM 
,... . .Li 1 , -w 

• Franchise --
'___ Competitive --

-
, % Low End Items «35) 78% 
'-

Average C-Note Requirement (Proof) ,53 _ 
_._........... ------ ....... --------

CAMEL Cash 
II III IV V 

$.7 $2.9 $4.6 () $.7 $1.2 $7.0 --

$1.2 $2.3 $4.1 G 
31MM 45MM 60MM 8 
20% 4f% Of 70 --
21% 53% 53% ---
33% 47% 47% 35% 

110 140 87 142 

50868 2020 

?r vJ 
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50868 2021 
CAMEL CASH 

/.\I' 
@ PROGRAM ASSESSMENT 

D. C-Note Value Factors 

• Increase Efficiencies: Decrease C-Note cost (RJRT) 

• Maintain Effectiveness: Maintain C-Note value (consumer) 

• Relationship between perceived value and cost (PV/C) ratio determines 
our ability to simultaneously accomplish both objectives. 

~ 
J~ 
AWM1~~ 

Average Perceived Value 

Average Cost 

PV/C Index 

Average C-Note Value 

~age C-Note Cost 

I 

$14.75 

$7.89 

213 

$.42 

$.33 

" 
$13.62 

$8.47 

251 

$.21 

$.15 

CAMEL Cash 

'" IV V 

$16.46 $11.97 $16.91 

$7.13 $5.90 $5.51 

256 286 242 

$.23 $.24 $.2&--.. 

$.14 $.11 $.08~ 
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AIM-!I,AUG 
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50868 2022 

CAMEL CASH 

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT 

E Summary 

• Cash success due to previously established equity in CAMEL and Joe 
icon. . ' 

Joe's person;;1lityhelped to form image for Brand 

Irrever~nt 

Contemporary 
Smooth, r~liab!e 
Confident 

• Cash continuity program perpetuated brand equity 

Cu:tting edge 
Uniqu,e items 
First of its kind 
Focus on Joe's World 
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AWril.AUG 

50868 2024 

CAMEL CASH ~ 
~v PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

S( ~. Kickoff 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Meet offsite with all involved in CASH. 

Discuss objective and strategy 
Brainstorm 
Next steps and timing 
Discuss issues, problems, efficiencies, cost savings 

Fulfillment 
Consumer relations 
Purchasing 
Creative development 
Production 

AGENCY PROCEEDS TO DEVELOP CATALOG THEME THAT 
MEETS OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY. 
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AY-Ir!t.AUG 

CAMEL CASH 

~V. pROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

c. premium Item Development 

• 

• 

• 

r 

Agency/Brand agree on catalog theme 

Brand/Agency.brainstorms ori premium items 

Agency illustrates premiums for research 

~ ¢~ '-tJ\'j.,{. ~ ffn 

50868 2025 
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CAMEL CASH 

50868 2026 ~ 

( ~(QG~ 
",1-' 

lrP ~ CCA/( 

EBQGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

y6-. ~r 
/' ! yf-(? 
/' 

D. Research 

1. Quaritit.ative C 1.)-'h) 
• Research group screens smokers 
- (0 d -'> ~ d 
• Items tested among 100 competitive non-menthol smokers who are 

neutral or positively disposed to CAMEL 
- Cash-savers 
- Non-savers 
- Male/female 

21-34 versus 35+ 

• Items tested to determine 
- Perceived value (Important: Used to determine C-Note 

requirements) 

• Final results used to find best items for catalog 
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A~1.AUG 

50868 2027 

CAMELCA$H 

~v PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

D. Research 

2. Qualitative 
Usually simultaneous with quantitative 

Research group screens smokers 

Items tested among same as for quantitative 

Test for appeal of catalog cover and section illustrations 

2':'3 options 

Results used to determine most appealing catalog cover and 
illustrations 
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A'M-l1,AUG 

CAMEL CASH 

W. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

E. Item Selection 

• Several criteria considered when selecting items 

Overall appeal (male/female, older/younger adult) 

Perceived value versus actual cost (pv/e ratio) . 

Leadtime (goal to have leadtimes less than 13 weeks) 

50868 2028 
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50B6B 2030 

CAMEL CASH 

~V. ERQGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

F. Forecasting 

• Correcfinformation essential to developing accurate forecast 

- Catalog distribution quantities/timing 
- Program duration 
- Other programs in market during Cash program 
- Sift results 
- C-Note. requirements 
- Perceived values 

• Accurate forecasting imperative to program success 

- Consumer satisfaction 
- Excess inventory 

A'M-i1.AUG 
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AVv'H1.AUG 

50868 205l. 

CAMEL CASH 

~V. pROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

G. Premium Sourcing ~ ~ ", <-

• Agency ~strates premium for art mechanicals 

• Purchasing/Brand develop art/mechanical schedule based on lead 
times 

• Purchasing send color copies of premiums to suppliers 

• Suppliers investigate production feasibility, issues, problems, printing) 
capacity limitations ::-

{IfJ 
• Suppliers provide purchasing with palette sheets including lead-times, 

prices with corresponding quantities 

· .""U2 
- Overs items (fonaer leadtimest----
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50868 2032 

rpqf..Jk <tbd-'----. --
ITEM 
Chambray 

16 5 oz. blue. Long sleeves, button-down 
16 collar. Domestic. A/M 2/1 5 

Permanent Match III 25M 1/$1.00 16 8-Mar Striking area on back side of lighter. 

16 35mm in length. Plastic & Metal 
$1.00 17 
$1,00 20 

Elbow Mua II 10M $0.87 14 8-Mar I Mold ISiX flat colors (hand painted) 
50M $0.84 16 $5.400 3 3/4" x 3 1/4" dia. Holds 140Z. 

f~/' 
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CAMEL CASH 

VTf PREMIUM FULFILLMENT 
~ 

AY-IH1.00C 

A. Fulfillment House 

• Selection Criteria/Considerations 

- Financial stability 

- Warehouse space and security 

- Receiving areas (size and staffing) 

- Shipping capacity 

- Postal regulations expertise 

- Computer systems/flexibility to determine shipping, labeling and tracking 

- Customer Service personnel and systems to handle non-receipts, 
complaints, etc. 

- Ability to track/communicate receivings, inventory, etc. 

___ ok \- fj' -.+ JY 

50868 2033 
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CAMEL CASH 

Yll- PREMIUM FULFILLMENT 

B. Premium Delivery 

• Must have inventory on shelf by program DTS. 

• Need at least 15 days prior to DTS for fulfillment house to unpack and stock 
items. 

• Standard to allow 5 days to open and process orders, and 5 days to pack, 
label and ship. 

• Require 90% service level (90% orders shipped within 10 days) . 
. . _- --------=-------

50868 2034 
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CAMEL CASH 

CAMEL 80th Anniversary 

• Program developed as a result from CAMEL non-filter smoker feedback. 

Program Dynamics (Duration: March through October 1993) 

• 

• 

• 

• 

13 items 

Fully self-liquidating (~ 

Delivered in cartons of non-filters only 
3MM in-carton offers 

- .250 available for call-in requests 

Outside supplier fully responsible for fulfillment of items 

Results 

• Ideal situation as Brand assumed no liability for premiums 

<4l,~ 
• Orders received,..versus 36,000 expected 

AVwttl.DEC 

50868 2035 
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50868 2036 

CAMEL CASH 

/' 

/ 
Marlboro 

/ , 
are flat during Cash I -- MAT launched as a defense mechanism • 

/ 
/ 

! 

,ObjQ6tjve: 
. // ! // 

. ./ Stabilize and grow market share via franchise retention 

e 

• Offered high-quality items 

• Program difficult to understand: re~ui~d consumers to contert proofs to 5 miles each 

• Concurrent programs executed as tag-ons to first program ~-

A'Mi3.0EC 
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50868 2037 

CAMEL CASH 

iym Fylfillment VII. Prem ___ 

(: __ -~Ce level improves with each program 
-----------

----....., ...... ," . 
~."\ 

~--~ 

CAMEL Cash 
I " 11/ IV V 

• Service Level 40% 96% 96% 90% 90% 

• Excess Inventory $.7 $3.4 $5.8 $3.6 1.8 

• % Excess 1% 8% 13% 8% 6% 

AWHl.DEC 
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CAMEL CASH 

VL PROGRAM SUPPORT 

erate excitement, increase competitive participation 

anner: 
I 
Pasters 
Laminated cat9f'ogs 
Chang~ mat 
24" PM 

- _~sparency 
~/~ ""-

U. Bouncebac : / mprov~nship with Cash participants 
~ ~ 

• 

AVoIr11.AUG 

Media..--..... 

OOH 
Print 

50868 2038 

~ 
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50868 21!);:j~ 

CAMEL CASH 

C"} 

qv. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
( 

H. 

• Art deliVervvia electronic ta 

• 

- More time ~d cost EfiTective than art mechanical () 

Catalog and POS deWloped and shipped to various locatio(. 
". 

- Laminated catalogs ' 

• Catalogs delivery critical to pro~ormance 
- Retailer mailings 
- Bouncebacks 
- Sales force 
- Retail premiums 

A'M11.AUG 
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5086 8 2040 

CAMEL CASH 

(JV. PROGRAM DEVELopMENT 

A. Timing 
• Operating· on 6-month timing cycle 

Should expand to 10-12 months 

Kic~off meeting (4-5 weeks) 
-- Includes persons from all functional areas 

. - Discuss direction with Agency and all players 
Determine target number of items and pages for catalog 

Research (8-12 weeks) 
Qualitative: Catalog concept and section spreads 

-- Quantitative: Item selection and optimization, forecasting 

Item selection (based on research findings) 

Catalog development 
-- Catalog layout/item positioning (8-12 weeks) 
-- Premium illustration (8-12 weeks) 

Production 
-- Catalog (1 0-12 weeks) 
- Premiums (1 0-30 weeks) 

AINH1.AUQ 
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50868 2042 

CAMEL CASH 

~ 
~ PROGRAM ASSESSMENT 

E. Summary 

• Cash II did not maintain momentum initiated in Cash I 

Factors: 

Overall program less invit~ 
Slow catalog distribution 
Lengthy Cash I fulfillment reputation 
Unprecedented Marlboro promotion 

• Programs 11\ & IV expected to resume momentum 

Factors: 

Overail appeal (42% cO!JlJ)etitive non-savers judged as better value) 
More low-end items v 
Stronger marketing support 
Better catalog distribution 
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CAMEL CASH 

~ 
@ PROGRAM ASSESSMENT 

A'Mi1.AUC;; 

A. Program Dynamics 

• 

16.0 r 
14.0 T 

1.2.0 
I 

a.o 

6.0 

4.0 

Awareness/participation 
Awareness relatively stable 
Participation peaked in Cash I 

CAMEL CASH AWARENESS V. PARTICIPATION 

r .... s...01. ... """ .. _ 

TOI". Sm_ ,.oj ........ 

! 
45.0 

.• ....." 40.0 

35.0 

30.0 

'J> 
25.0 :: 

J> 
20.0 ~ 

z 
m 

15.0 ~ 

10.0 
I 

2.0 + ./" ~ • t 5.0 
~u .. ,,~....-

O~ , QO ~ ___ M _______ ~ ___ ~ ___ ~ __ _ 

50868 2043 
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CAMEL CASH 

III. Program Enhancements 

• SelVice level improves with each program 
Allowed consistent availability 
Enabled field sales to focus on other efforts 

• Began issuing various C-Note denominations 

C-Note Distribution 
Denomination, , - Vehicle 

1-Spot On-pack 

2-Spot Bouncebacks 
Vending Program 
Packs of Special Lights 

3-Spot Cincinnati Test Market 
Retail 

4-Spot Retail 

5-Spot Direct Mail 
Bouncebacks 

10-Spot Direct Mail 
Retailer Incentive Program 

AIM-t3.DEC 

50868 2044 

Program 

--
CC 1 
CC3 
CC4 

CC3 . 

CC3 

CC3 

CC 3 - CC4 
CC3-CC4 

CC3 
CC3 
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CAMEL CASH 

Marlboro Adventure Team 

• Marlboro share flat during Cash 1-- MAT launched as a defense mechanism 

Objective: 

• Stabilize and grow market share via franchise retention 

Program Duration: January - August 1993 (Same as Cash III) 

• Offered high-quality items 

fU 
~ 

• Program difficult to understand: required consumers to convert proofs to 5 miles each 

• Concurrent programs executed as tag-ons to first program 

A'M-l3.0EC 
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CAMEL CASH 

VL PROGRAM SUPPORT 

A'Mi1.AUG 

• pas: To generate excitement, increase competitive participation 

Banners 
Pasters 
Laminated catalogs 
Change mat 
24" PMC 
19" transparency 

• Douncebacks: Improve rE?f'ationship with Ca~h participants 

Catalog 
5-Spot 
Order form 

• Medla 

50868 2046 

/ 
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50868 2047 

CAMEL CASH 

qv. pROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

H. Catalog/PaS DevelopnNn1 7 
• Art delivery via electronic tape 6 

- More time and cost effective than art mechanical 

• Catalog and pas developed and shipped to various locations 

- Laminated catalogs 

• Catalogs delivery critical to program performance 

- Retailer mailings 
- Bouncebacks 
- Sales force 
- Retail premiums 

AVvH1.AUG 
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CAMEL CASH 

fJV. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

A'M-l1.AUG 

A. Timing 
• Operating on 6-month timing cycle 

Should expand to 10-12 months 

Kic~off meeting (4-5 weeks) 
Includes persons from all functional areas 
Discuss direction with Agency and all players 
Determine target number of items and pages for catalog 

Research (8-12 weeks) 
Qualitative: Catalog concept and section spreads 

-- Quantitative: Item selection and optimization, forecasting 

Item selection (based on research findings) 

Catalog development 
Catalog layout/item positioning (8-12 weeks) 

-- Premium illustration (8-12 weeks) 

Production 
Catalog (1 0-12 weeks) 

-- Premiums (10-30 weeks) 

50868 2048 
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March 18, 1992 

TO: D. N. Iauco 

FROM: C. S. Nicholson 

RE: CAMEL CASH II INSERT COPY 

Dave, please find attached the recommended copy for the Cash II insert which 
will begin appearing at retail around July 1. Besides informing consumers of 
the mechanics of the program, the insert copy has the objective of limiting 
the liability of Cash II and providing flexibility to execute Cash III (no 
expiration date). The major changes include: 

• Consumers are informed that both catalog and premium quantities are 
limited. 

• For consumers ordering catalogs via the C-Note, there is a limit of five 
catalogs per address. 

• A sentence has been added which informs consumers that there may not be 
additional CAMEL Cash catalogs issued beyond the current catalog. 

• In an effort to avoid dating product, no expiration date will be printed on 
the C-Notes. Consumers are told to check the current catalog for 
expiration date. 

I have included examples of the copy of the Cash I C-Note and the interim 
C-Note for reference. 

Please contact me with questions or concerns. 

CSN/djm/1S 

Attachments 

cc: E. M. Blackmer 
E. C. Leary 

C. S. Nicholson 
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, 
" ". ".'" ... ,,",, "".-.,,'~ . .,... ",- ., ~ ..... '~'" 

TO: E. yfukmer 

FROM: E. C. Leary 

December 20, 1991 

RE: CAMEL CASH MISREDEMPTION 

This provides background and next·steps on our handling of misredemption of 
the CAMEL Cash Program. 

Background 

In the planning stages of the CAMEL Cash Program, we initiated ~n· effort to 
minimize our financial liability due to the potential of supplier~ or 
~onsumers obtaining C-Notes through means other than product purchase. In the 
first few weeks· of the program·, ·it·was obvious· this was warranted, as 
unusually high number of C-Notes ($1, $2·and $10) were being submitted to the 
redemption house. In add:l.tion, repo·rts· from the· Field as well as personal 
observations indicated that Cash placed in premiums and distributed in 
magazines were being removed by consumers and retailers, A task force 
including Consumer Relations, public Relations, Legal, and the Brand was 
formed to draft letters to be sent to consumers suspected of abusing the 
program. Analysis of the suspect orders· indicated there were two· tjpe-sT 
those that were less severe and those that clearly re·flected theft and/or 
intel;l1; to. defraud. .The. cat.egodes were establisned as follows: -

.... - .,- ,- --- . ..... -"._ .. --.-~~~,- --" -... _ .. ,._-" 
Original Unqualified Standards 

Low Unqualified .... Qu:,ntit;)T. 

• Green $lC-Notes, Magazines/Direct Marketing 15-49 

• Yellow $1 C-Notes 30+ w/o Glue 

• Blue $2 C-Notes, Pack Lighter/Tumbler 10-29 

• 
,-.-. -~'.--' 

drange $10 C-Notes, Deck-O-Lighter 5-9 
","-.. 

Hi~h Unqualified 
....... ,. 

• Green $1 C-Notes, Magazine/Direct. Mark_e.ti-ng· 50+ 

• Blue $2 C-Notes, Pack LighterjTumbler 30+ 

X Breaks 
Based On 

Sample 

8 

2 

53 

.. ·······if'· 

747. 

2 

9 

-'-'- ,",," ',".::-',"- '" - .. --" ,~--.. -.--

• Orange $10 C-Notes. Deck-O-Lighter 10+ 15 

261. 

- "'-"" 

lJ1 
is) 

··-1 -;;; 
'" <!J 
N 
I-' 
W 
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. E. M.. Blac1aner 
December 20, 1991 

. Page 2 '::-... . . ...,... --_ .. - - _. - -

Two letters were drafted reflecting the severity of the potential 
misredemption (Attachments I and II). 

... ~T··· 

SeVen thousand of the letters were mailediri Nove'mbe':- (ll/l - 11/21) £",)0.' i:he 
fulfillment house.. Through consumer contacts with Consumer Relations, it was 
d.iscov~·red that the suppiier is computer file name had inadvertently been type,t 
"CAMEL Cash Fraud" in the right corner of the letter (Attachments' iII and' IV). 
Upon notification, the supplier was instructed to: immediately cease sending 
any letters. With input from all parties, it was decided to verbally and with 
written correspondence (Attachment V) .apologize to all contacting RJR Consumer 
Relations (198) and to immediately fulfill orders of all consumers who either 
contacted the fulfillment hOWle.or RJlf. .. Of the ",000 letters mailed,' an 
estimated 2,569 have contacted the :(uifillment'house and 198 have contacted 
RJR. All orders from these indiv:iduais have been fulfilled. In addition, 
Field Sales will be given the I-BOO number of the fulfillment house next week 
for distribution to any consumer I.!>" has issues'wItb the' prOgram: ". . .. 

In light ~£the above,' the e':;~ir~i,;is;:edemptlon: p~i;e'diiie -'was-;:-;':;;ie~ed ":i~h-'-~-c-- -,.----. 
the following plan developed but not yet implemented: 

, ... . ~ .- .---

• Establish one level of unqualified standards which is more lenient. 

Unaualified.Standards 

"''r'" 
" H Original 

Revised '. High 1!lli . 

Green $1 C-Notes, Magazine/Direct Marketing 
Blue $2 C-Notes, Pack Lighter/Tumbler 
Orange $10 C-Notes, Deck-O-Lighter 
Yellow $1 C-Note 

25+ 
30+ 
25+ 

. " .... - Deleted* 

. .... . 
~-~-=--.,,"," -

50+ 15+ 
30+ 10+ 
10+ 5+ 
30+ w/o Glue 

'*unusuaiiy . large qua~t'iti';'s';iIf 'b~·'br()ugb:i:-·t~"Brand·;'att;-ntIori '{or~~ ~ .. 
.. resolution. 

• A more conciliatory note has been d'rafted (Attachment VI). 

It is our recommend;'tLon that we' send the revise'd' note to the 18,849 
outstanding orders currently unqu"iifi--;;d: '(r~pr~se':;t;' 9X' of 'th,,"200;334 orders 
received to date). A requalification of all l8,B49 is underway to accommodate 
the revised'standards and a Iiortton wi1lautomatically bequalffied. 

" :. . . .- -... . 

Fulfillment 
.-- . 

~
s information, orders are being shipped within two weeks from order receipt, 

which should result in ite!!ls received by consumers no later than four weeks. 
rom order placement .. Weekly meetings are being held to ensure premium 

inventory is maintained with~' ee'reorders of premiums 'already initiatied.'·· 
Of the ,53 items available .{il!ht ave ex erienced out.-of-stocks with shipments 
expected within the ne'\t~~ to remedy this situation .. Consumer 
Relations reports that ~f'~400 contacts received .to date on the program, 
less than 2% have been related to non-receipt of;;;erchandise .. All available'" 
measures ""(ait:: shipping, etc.) are being taken daily to ensure continued 
expeditious fi,llfillment of ;"li order~. . . 

.-- -----....::....-

... -

fJ1 
IS> 
-.J 
Ol 
01> 

CD 
, '" . "!"'p 
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E. M. Blackmer 
December 20, 1991 
Page 3 

.... '-...""'_-0--- -:-,... .. ~-. -----.--.!:.-.-.. 

In net, the supplier's error WaS inexcusable, and 'my cost incurred by RJR as 
a result will be borne by them. The entire "l'rogr:am is""~e~~g. m(mitore<1. da~ly 
and we will keep you apprised of" progress. 

ECL/djm/4 

Attachments 

cc": c. S. Nicholson 
J. C. Henson 

. ,' .. " 

. ..,. 

E. c. 
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CAMEL 

MAT ASSESSMENT/IMPLICATIONS 

A. Field Observations 

• Confusing - to both consumers and retailers 

• Strong retail presence though all components rarely in place. 

• Material force-out extremely wasteful 

Retailer pilferage of 2 pack sleeves 

Materials destroyed when PM rep unavailable 

100% distribution of miles/UPCs not yet achieved 

• When properly executed, double miles/60¢ off 2 pks effective 

• Narrow focus on male outdoorsmen 

g) 
\i: 
~ 
'-J 
\) 
\0 .. 

50929 6529 
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CAMEL 
50929 6530 

CAMEL CASH -- LONG TERM LIABILITY 

'. OBJECTIVE: Minimize/eliminate long term liability associated with C-Note pool . 

• STRATEGY: 

Expire old C-Notes ("Joe As George") at end of Cash IV 

- Exploits slippage 

- One time end to largest liability 

- Can replicate every 2 or 3 years as necessary 

• BUDGET IMPLICATIONS: 

MM RETURNED/ VALUE 
C-NOTES SLIPPAGE , @$.10 

Estimated Through IV 216 40% -60% $8MM -$12MM 

------_ ......... _-_ ......... ---- --- --
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50929 6531 

CAMEL 

MAT ASSESSMENTIIMPLICATIONS: 

• First month of support (January) shows awareness gains. 

% AWARENESS (UNAIDED) 
MARLBORO 

CAMEL CASH ADVENTURE TEAM 
DEC JAN DEC JAN 

Total 22.3 24.1 7.9 15.3 

CAMEL (Ex. Reg.) 87.3 86.1 17.5 29.8 

Marlboro 32.9 34.6 13.1 32.5 
~~--~~~ 
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CAMEL 50929 6532 

MAT ASSESSMENTIIMPLICATIONS: 

• Participation in CAMEL Cash increased in January. 

• Small sample indicates one in ten CAMEL smokers claim to be saving MAT miles. 

% PART/CIPA TION (UNAIDED) 
MARLBORO 

CAMEL CASH ADVENTURE TEAM 
DEC JAN DEC JAN 

Total Smokers 3.7 4.2 1.8 5.1 

CAMEL (Ex. Reg.) 54.0 64.4 1.6 9.9 

Marlboro 2.9 3.4 5.3 15.7 

ECL2.FEB 
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50929 6533 

CAMEL 

MAT ASSESSMENTIIMPLICATIONS 

B. CAMEL Cash III - Field Perspective/Implications 

• Retailer mailings extremely effective 

Better placement and longevity due to ownership 

2 executed to date; 3rd in April being considered 

• Additional POS requested 

Banners, decals, change mats available in mid-March 
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· . 
CAMEL 50929 6534 

MARLBORO CAMEL WINSTON 

Average CostlPk $.24 $.14 $.12 

Program Support $MM $MM $MM 

Advertising 16 4 6 

pas Display 5 2 1 

Premiums/Fulfillment 192 21 29 

Other Marketing 44 ..15 ..16. 

Total Program Cost $257 $42 $52 

Assumed Proof Redemption Rate *20% 30% 28% 

- ------------------------_ .. _-

*Lower redemption rate due to program confusion, difficulty of saving proofs, limited 
items, exclusive male appeal. 
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CAMEL CASH 
Volume Support 

New Competitive 21 - 24 ______ 
OUSupport ~ 

Franchise Support "-, 

.8 - 1.0 Billion Sticks 

1.8 ·,2.0 Billion Sticks 

- 5% of all smokers save Camel Cash (2.2 MM smokers) 
- 4% of Marlboro CUBs currently saving Camel Cash (.6 MM smokers) 
- 39% Increase in Competitive saving rate for Camel Cash 
- 60% franchise saving Camel Cash (11% saving miles) 
- 47% Camel volume from Camel Cash savers 
- 15% of Marlboro CUBs have played Camel Cash 

52057 1903 
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1996 Strategies/Tactics: 

CAMEL CASH 
OVERVIEW 

3 Catalogs supporting advertising thematic (3/1/96 - 1/31/97) 

Merchandise Strategy (30 - 40 Items) 
- Brand Positioning 
- Quality/Brand Name 
- Utilitarian 
- Relevance to 21 - 24 

60MM catalogs distributed via: 
Media 
Direct Marketing 
Retail Direct Store Delivery (DSO) 
Retail Premium Insert 

Budget $43MM 

Participants .9MM 
C-Notes Redeemed 260MM 
Orders - 1.0MM / Items - 2.8MM 

52057 1904 
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CAMEL CASH 

Competitive Ploy/Advantage 

• Competitive Program Cost $500+ MM 

• Retail spending rate for Camel = 2 x Marlboro 

• Newport - Competitive Advantage 
Marlboro Menthol - Competitive Defense 

52057 1905 
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52057 1906 

CAMEL CASH 

Vision 

• Continue to create a positive point of difference from competitive 
programs (Le. experiential items) 

• Change participant profile form 30+ to 21 - 24 

• Bring Camel Cash to life (i.e. accepted as currency at local level) 

• Regional/local offers 

• Tie Camel Cash to Bar Program 
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52057 1~07 

Back-up 
CAMEL CASH 
Savers Volume 

SORto % afC's 
CAMEL 1995 Volume 

Camel is CUB 91.2 80.5% 
Save CC 90.6 43.7 
Not Save 91.9 . 36.8 

Camel is Occ. 24.2 19.5 
Save CC 18.4 3.7 
Not Save 26.1 15.8 

Savers 69.4 47.4% 
(74% CUB/26% OU) 52.3 52.6 
Non Savers 
(43.5% CUB/56.S aU) 
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Program Objectives: 

Brand Driven 
(Offensive) 

• Advertising Value 
- Brand Positioning 
- Product/style awareness 

• Incremental Volume 
- New competitive (21 - 24) 
- OU Buyer Support 

CAMEL CASH 
OVERVIEW 

Marketplace Driven 
(Defensive) 

• Franchise Volume Support 

• Competitive Ploy 

52057 1908 

• Menthol Competitive Advantage 
- (Offensive to Newport) 

• Identification of Conversion Prospects 
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54Advertising Value 

- 60MM Catalogs - National Distribution I Varied Channels 

- Awareness for Camel Cash ~ Big Brand Presence 

99% of Camel CUBs 
73% of Marlboro CUBs 
58% of Total Smokers VS. 74% Marlboro Continuity 

(7% SOB) (33 SOB) 

Dimensionalize Brand Equity & Personality 

- Halo Effect - Reflection of Quality to Product 

- Brand Style Awareness 

- Camel Branded Merchandise in Marketplace 

52057 1909 
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52057 1910 

CAMEL CASH 

Conversion 

• 400,000+ Incremental Players added to Database 

• Higher brand interaction simplifies conversion 

• Competitive response for Personal Selling 
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56CAMEL CASH 
Liability Management 

• Liability Balance $10.8 MM (100 MM C-notes) 

• Expire C-notes 

• Focus on reducing cost per incremental competitive smoker 

- Cost per C-note 
- Photography vs. illustration 
- Catalog production costs 
- Reduce excess inventory 
- Scanning technology 

• Offer occasional high-end items 

52057 191.1 
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• Inception to date 

- 5.4+ Million Savers 

CAMEL CASH 
OVERVIEW 

- 3.2+ Million Redeemers 

- ].2 Billion C-notes Redeemed 

- 23+ Minion Items Shipped 

52057 1912 
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58Back-up 

Awareness 

Total Smokers 58% 
CUBs 99% 
Marlboro 73% 
Competitive 56% 

Currently Saving 

Total Smokers 5% 
CUBs 60% 
Competitive 3% 
Marlboro 40/0 

CAMEL CASH 
Overview 

New Saving 

Total Smokers 
CUBs 
Competitive 
Marlboro CUBs 

Ever Saved 

Total Smokers 
CUBs 
Marlboro 
Competitive 

52057 1913 

.6% 
55%(55%) 
45%(21%) 
24%(24%) 

12% 
78% 
15% 
9% 
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PROOF OF SERVICE VIA U.S. MAIL 

I, the undersigned, say: 

4 I am a citizen of the United States and am employed in the office of a member 
of the Bar of this Court. I am over the age of 18 and not a party to the within action. 

5 My business address is 1801 Avenue ofthe Stars, Suite 31 I, Los Angeles, California 
6 90067. 

7 

8 

9 

On August 11,2010, I caused to be served the following document: 

THIRD AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

10 on the following parties: 

11 Jeffrey H Squire 
Patrick J O'Donnell 

12 Bragar Wexler Eagel & Squire PC 
13 885 Third Avenue Suite 3040 

New York, NY 10022 

14 Corbett H Williams 
15 John A Vogt, Jr 

Marc K Callahan 
16 Thomas R Malcolm 

Jones Day 
17 3161 Michelson Drive Suite 800 

Irvine, CA 92612 
18 

By Mail: By placing true and correct copies thereof in individual sealed envelopes, 
19 with postage tliereon fully prepaid, which 1 deposited with my employer for collection 

and mailing by the United States Postal Service. I am readily tamiliar with my 
20 employer's practice for the collection and processing of correspondence for mailing 

with the United States Postal Service. In the ordinary course of business, this 
21 correspondence would be deposited by my employer with the United States Postal 
22 Service that same day. 

23 I certify under penalty of perjury undr the laws of the United States of 
America that the foregoing IS true and corr t. Executed on August 11, 2010, at 

24 Los Angeles, Califorrna. /(1 
25 I\;VI/~ 
26 

27 

28 

TlaRelss 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
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